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Next Make
A Difference
Day slated
The next Make a Difference
Day has been slated for 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Jan. 8 on the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot at
Murray State University.
Residents are asked to
remove bows, ribbons, foil paper
and plastic from Christmas
wrappings so the paper, tissue and cardboard can be recycled.
Also, newspapers should be
separated from regular paper.
Aluminum cans, used eye
glasses, recyclable plastics,
glass and used clothing will
be collected.

Teenager
accused
of shooting
brother
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
More charges could be filed
in the case of a 15-year-old
boy charged with murder for
allegedly shooting his younger
brother during a dispute over
a video game.
Police say if it is determined
the weapon used was owned
by an adult, charges also could
be filed against that person.
Prosecutors in Jefferson
County say they will ask that
the 15-year-old boy —who was
not identified because of his
age — be tried as an adult.
The shooting occurred shortly after 7 p.m. EST at the
home of Andre Hardin, who
died after he was shot in the
head. The 15-year-old boy was
arraigned on Tuesday.
Commonwealth's Attorney
spokesman Jeff Derouen said
Tuesday his office will attempt
to transfer the case out of
juvenile courts, but said a hearing date has not been set.
Under state law, a juvenile
is required to be tried as an
adult if they are charged with
a felony involving a gun and
they are within 14 and 18 years
of age.
A 17-year-old boy at the
home witnessed the shooting.
but Louisville police say he is
not charged in the incident.

Prison siege
leaves guard,
inmate dead
ANGOLA, La. (AP) — Officers stormed a room in the
state's maximum security
prison, killing a hostage-taker
to end a two-hour standoff
during which inmates beat a
guard to death, authorities said.
The warden said the prisoners thought they could force
their freedom by mimicking
the strategy of Cuban inmates
who held several guards
hostage earlier this month at
a Louisiana jail.
Capt. David Knapps was
beaten to death with a hammer Tuesday night when he
refused to give his keys to
six or seven inmates in a
classroom at the Louisiana
State Penitentiary. Warden Burl
Cain said.
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Today...Mostly sunny. High
50 to 55. Near calm wind
becoming southwest 5 to 15
mph.
Tonight...Mostly clear. Low
near 40. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
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County seeks space equipment
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
County officials are going to
begin the new year the way
they began the old one - actively looking for space for the
sheriff's, county clerk's and county attorney's offices.
Just as important, says County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
is updating equipment used by
the road department.
And Elkins is eyeing warily
a proposed bill looming at next
week's meeting of the state legislature that could change how
counties deal with solid waste
by requiring mandatory garbage
collection.
"Much is going to depend
on what legislation, if any, is
passed by the General Assembly," Elkins said.
The proposal, sometimes
called the "bottle bill" because
it would require retailers to collect a deposit on drink containers, "sounds like a nightmare to me," Elkins said.
But trash collection and container deposits are a possible
problem.
Overcrowded conditions in
some county offices and worndown equipment are definite con-

cerns that Elkins thinks the fiscal court will address next year.
The goal - again - is to relocate the sheriff's department and
the county attorney's office to
the old Miller Courthouse Annex,
located diagonally from the
offices' current home in the courthouse.
The move would be especially helpful to the sheriff's
department, which packs in an
array of dispatching equipment
in the second-floor area while
contending with a crowded, tuwceilinged basement that, until a
recent repair, leaked after a heavy
rain.
"They have long since outgrown their current quarters,"
Elkins said.
Relocation would free up
needed storage space for County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr., whose
second-floor courthouse office
includes boxes stacked along
floors, atop filing cabinets and
desks and in a small anteroom
near the restroom. Coursey also
uses the third floor to house
records he is legally required
to retain.
"Whether or not we move

See Page 2
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Tight quarters force Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. to stack boxes of papers along
the walkway in his courthouse office. One of the county's goals for 2000 is to free up space
for Coursey,
Sheriff Stan Scott and County Attorney Randy Hutchens.

Buckingham looks for second term
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Last week, Sen. Bob Jackson
(D-Murray) announced that he had
filed for re-election. Turns out,
though, that Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray) actually beat
him to it.
Buckingham filed papers for reelection Dec. 6. The 66-year-old
Fifth District representative will
be seeking his second term. He
took over the seat that was vacated by current Murray Mayor Freed

Curd in 1998.
"I was lobbying for eight years
before I did this, so I've had a
lot of experience in Frankfort,"
Buckingham said. "It has really
been beneficial to me since I
switched over to this side of the
aisle where I can vote now because
I had a network of people that I
have to be involved with."
Buckingham has several interim committee assignments, including economic development and
tourism, energy, state government

and education.
"Of course, he (Curd) had some
key committee positions, and I've
been able to secure at least one
of those - and that's on the education committee," he said. "Education has probably been where
more action's been in the last 10
years than anywhere, so it's a real
key assignment."
One area of particular interest
for Buckingham, who is also director of regional planning for Murray State University, has been voca-

tional training for high school students.
"The curriculum that's included in the area of vocational schools
is not adequate," he said. "Business and industry is suffering
because the students that come out
of high school and are not going
to go to college are not being prepared for the workforce."
According to Buckingham, since
vocational schools were left out
of educational reforms in recent
years, many high schools have

Judge
sentences
four for
dorm fire
crimes

neglected vocational programs.
Plus, Buckingham said since
schools actually lose a percentage
of their funding if students opt
for vocational programs. many
schools are discouraging students
from participating in them.
While that issue has become
something of a personal crusade
for Buckingham. he and the rest
of the state legislature will have
to tackle some much broader and

• See Page 2

Virtual
university
a hit with
students

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A judge has sentenced four men
convicted of misdemeanors stemming from a fatal Murray State
University dormitory fire to jail
time, but one of them won't be
behind bars since he gets credit
for time served.
Fred McGrath II received a 24day sentence for falsely reporting
an incident, but he was in jail
Oct. 28, 1998, to Nov. 19, 1998,
when he was initially arrested in
connection with the fatal dormitory fire.
Calloway District Judge Leslie
Furches on Tuesday ordered 24day terms for co-defendants Brian
Levine and Jeremy Baker and a
I2-day sentence for John Haney.
Haney's sentence was half that
of his co-defendants because he
made no prank telephone calls to
Ryan Leader's room in Hester
Residential College just hours
before an arsonist touched off a
blaze that killed one student and
seriously injured another.
Baker, who served two days in
jail when he was initially arrested, will be released to attend classes at MSU, said Gary Haverstock,
his attorney. Haverstock said Baker
is supposed to let him know Thursday when he can report to jail.
(It was unknown at press time
how many of the other defendants
will be enrolled at MSU for the
spring semester or if the sentences
will affect their schedules.)
The sentencing came six days
after Furches issued an order denying the defendants' motions to dismiss based on claims that they

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo

SKATING AWAY: Brothers Froilan and Robert Aguero enjoy their Christmas gift,
rollerblades, on Chestnut Street. The boys are students at Murray Elementary School.

Justice Department will
sample soil near plant
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
U.S. Department of Justice intends
to dig two large trenches and sample the soil from a drainage ditch
where the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant once leaked radioactive and other hazardous wastes.
The excavation is part of the
agency's investigation of whistleblower allegations against private
contractors that previously operated the uranium-enrichment plant
for the federal government.
In the past. the ditch drained
surface runoff from the plant's
grounds. Quantities of polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs, a group
of toxic chemical compounds linked
to cancer in humans, have been
found in the ditch.

II See Page 2

Mark York, a spokesman for of Justice Department spokesman
the Kentucky Natural Resources and William Campbell.
Environmental Protection Cabinet,
York said Justice Department
said the Justice Department wants officials discussed the excavation
a state permit to excavate two this month with the cabinet's
areas near the perimeter of a land- lawyers and the Division of Waste
fill outside the plant's northern secu- Management. Federal officials did
rity fence.
not specify what led to the request
State officials were expected to but "they were interested in findissue the permit this week and ing materials in those specific sites,"
work could begin immediately after he said.
that. York said.
The U.S. attorney's office in
The U.S. Department of Ener- Louisville and FBI agents are invesgy. which owns the 47-year-old tigating allegations made in a
plant, declined Tuesday to discuss whistleblower lawsuit three plant
the Justice Department's investi- employees filed last summer. The
gation and referred queries to the suit contends that former plant operlaw-enforcement agency. A tele- ators falsified records about the
phone message seeking comment
was left at the Louisville office • See
Page 2

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Tammy Caudell has never been
to Murray and doesn't expect to
ever go.
Unless, that is, she decides to
travel the nearly 350 miles from
her Breathitt County home to
receive the master's degree in
speech pathology she expects to
receive from Murray State University in 2002.
Caudell is one of the new brand
of telestudent, enrolled at Murray
State through the Commonwealth
Virtual University. Virtual U.
opened its first classes in the fall
semester with about 200 students
taking classes from library science to speech pathology, mostly
at the graduate level.
The offerings sill balloon in
the coming spring semester. Some
160 courses are expected to be
offered with more than 1.100 registrations already pending. according to Sue Patrick of the Council on Postsecondary Education.
Caudell is a dedicated student.
She graduated from Eastern Kentucky University and earned a
master's degree there in counseling. But she wanted to get another master's in speech pathology
and that presented a number of
problems.
First, it is a 75-minute drive
to Richmond and Caudell has a
full-time job with the Breathitt
County school system in speech
pathology. And Caudell has
rheumatoid arthritis. which makes
everything from sitting in class
to carrying a book bag painful
and difficult. Finally. Eastern was
only offering SED77 I, Neural
Bases of Communication, during
the day.

• See Page 2
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From Page 1
more complicated issues. such as
health care and health care insurance costs.
" There will be some legislation filed that pertains to health
care, but as far as making major
changes in health care at this point,
it's hard to know whether there
-will be anything done or not because
we don't have control over the
cost of health care nor the cost
of health insurance," Buckingham
said.
"The cost of health care insurance is the r largest single question
I hate people ask me." he said.
"Really and truly. we don't have
any. control o,er that because it's
in the pri,ate sector."
Another topic that is. qnickly
gaining momentum is Gov. Paul
.Patton's plan to provide mandatory.garbage pickup to every count, in Kentucky. The contro,ersial
"bottle NW has been proposed as
one way to pay tOr this, but the
bill has met with much opposition.
"The .hard part about (garbage
pickup) will be, 'How do you pay
for it?" Buckingham said. "Right
now, the bottle bill does not have
enough support to pass. I don't
think, so there will he a lot of
debating and lot of compromising.
"Most people consider . that
almost a hidden tax, and there's
a lot ot people that feel like the
western part of the state does not
have the problem with illegal dumps
that the eastern part of the state
has." he said.

,BUDDY BUCKINGHAM
Being a uni,crsity employee.
Buckingham has also kept a close
eye on the Council on Postsecondary Education's recommendation for um,ersity funding this
vear
The CPE's new benchmark funding program has drawn sharp criticism from NISI President Kern

Alexander, who feels the university has been grouped with a set
of schools that will cause it to
lose funding in the future.
"The legislature will, without
question. want to look very closely at the CPE recommendation,
and whether we agree with that
or not remains to be seen," Buckingham said."The legislature is ultimately responsible for how the
state's money is spent."
Buckingham said that the oiil
new non-refundable tax that h.1,
been discussed is the gasoline t.,
He also said. though, that many
things can change by the time the
General Assembly begins meeting
Jan. 5.
"There is the possibility that if
the governor comes out with a
really ambitious program, he's also
going to come out with an ambitious tax plan, and we'll have to
deal with that," Buckingham said.
Buckingham can be reached during the General Assembly session,
which will last 60 days, by calling 1-888-264-2171. A fax number will also be available at I 888-770-9667.

Virtual ...
From

Page 1

Caudell said luesday she will
end up taking classes from .all five
of the Kentuck, universities that
otter speech pathology programs
while earning her graduate degree.
Caudell said she. was ,cry happy.
with the two LlaSses she took in
the fall. She sa,ed commuting

time, but spent about the same
amount of time — eight to nine
hours a week — in classwork,
reviewing materials and participating in chat sessions as she
would have in a traditional course.
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A NEW HOME?...According to Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, the Miller Court
House Annex could eventually become home to the county clerk and the county attorney.
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over there is going to he somewhat dependent on what our cost
estimates are," said Elkins. who
The Web site for the Common- had no preliminary figures • yet.
The Nashville. Tenn.,-based
Virtual University is
wealth
firm of Looney. Ricks
architectural
;t ww.kevu.org.
and Kiss will be in charge of the
renovation of the annex. Elkins said.

Let us deliver to you
a Holiday Special!

Not good With any
other specials

A

A past concern has been the
limitations placed on renovations
since the building, which once
housed the city post office, is a
registered historical structure. The county has SII0.000 available in grant moneys and has earmarked 5100,000 in the current
budget for the project. Elkins said.
"If (it is) cost-prohibitive, we'll
look at moving them to another
location." said Elkins. who declined
to list alternate sites. "I . think we
need to use our existing property,
if at all possible."
Of equal importance. Elkins
noted, is upgrading the road department's equipment fleet.
The County bought four new
dump trucks in 1996, which are
still in use, but constant, heavyduty work is pushing up the mileage
and maintenance costs. Elkins said.
Plans are to buy two new trucks.
with a. combined value of about
$75,000 for the smaller models.
this coming year. Elkins said.
. "We'll try to get some this year,
some next year," he added, noting that two more new trucks
might he bought in 2001.
A new roller - price tag: $45,000

to $50,000— that will be used for some stability in that, but given
road work is also on the 2000 the climate in health care insurshopping list, Elkins said. And ance..."
On the other hand, the renothen there's the recurring costs
old jail on North Third Street
vated
caused by constant use of smallesare.quipment such as mowers, he officially reopened Nov. 30 and
will house minimum-security Class
id
felony inmates and misdemeanor
D
Roads also play a part in another upcoming county project offenders on work release.
Reopening the jail will allow
- reviewing regulations concerning
county to house more state
the
the construction of passageways
inmates in the Calloway County
in county subdivisions.
Jail. 'bringing in an estimated
Developers who built roads in
$94,000 net revenue annually,
some areas five to IS years ago
Elkins said. The extra,money would
followed the county's specificago toward operations of the new
tions, but some have not been
jail and paying off the bonds issued
repaired since then. Elkins said.
to build it, he said.
Now, the county is being asked
"It's going to provide additional
to take some of the roads into the
community service workers," said
county's road system, he said.
Elkins, referring to the Class D
"Some of the requirements for
work program that helps the city
them are not what we feel are
and county cleaning up cemeteradequate,- Elkins said. "We want ies,
roadsides, parks and the Murto make sure that problem doesray-Calloway County Hospital.
n't recur."
"That program's been very
Two actions taken by the fis- important, going back to our trash
cal court in 1999 will have dif- pickup," Elkins said. Class D
ferent effects on the county's inmates helped clean up dumps
found in the county in 1999, he
finances next year.
Faced with a possible increase added.
"We've cleaned up numerous
of more than $97,000 to retain
the same health insurance for coun- dumps this year, most of them
ty employees, the fiscal court voted small," he said.
And the county will continue
Dec. 6 to switch carriers, which
to do so, no matter what legislawill cost an additional $44,732.
The new insurance, which begins tion is passed by the General
Saturday, offers better coverage, Assembly, Elkins said.
His concern, he said, is that
but currently has a smaller netthe legislature might pass unfundwork than the old insurance.
Insurance "will be reviewed at ed mandates for counties.
"We have enough of those
the end of each calendar year."
Elkins said. "We'd like to have already," he said.
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• Judge ...
issued by the panel. Their testi- appear before the grand jury and
mony also was used this past May "therefore, had the ability to see
.were brought before a grand jury
during their bench trial on the any defects obvious from the face
investigating the fire by improper misdemeanor charges.
of the subpoena."
subpoenas.
Furches also pointed out that
They also said they did not
The men claimed an employee
learn about the subpoenas until the defendants were read their right
in Commonwealth's Attorney Mike
just .before they were to be sen- against self-incrimination, the right
Ward's office signed the name of
tenced in August, which meant the to remain silent and the right to
Calloway Circuit/District Clerk Ann
issue constituted newly discovered an attorney, but they chose to tesWilson to the subpoenas. thu`s maktify anyway.
evidence.
ing the subpoenas invalid.
"Any minor defect in the
But Furches dismissed that
The men, as well as three other
claim, noting that the defendants issuance of the subpoena was overco-defendants, testified before the
had the subpoenas several weeks come by their waiver on record
grand jury in October 1998 and
before they were scheduled to of their rights after being told of
were later arrested on indictments
those rights in detail and being questioned about whether they understood those rights..." she wrote.
"...(T)hey had full knowledge
of their rights, and the fact that
-6 Yr Limited Warranty
the subpoena was signed by some.24-Month Free Replacement
one other than the person indi.24-Hour Roadside Assistance
cated in the rules is not an error
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)
•Smooth. Quiet Ride
prejudicial enough to reverse a
conviction," Furches wrote.
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Standoff with hijackers continues

BERNARD KANEtedger & Times photo

A LITTLE OFF THE TOP...Jack Murphy, an employee of Asplundh subcontracted to Murray Electric System, saws a
tree down to size on Sharpe Street. The tree was growing
into power lines.
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP)-After they finish testifying in
Christian County Family Court,
youngsters are escorted to the "Toy
Room" and permitted to select any
gift that catches their eye.
Choices include dolls, trucks
and other nice toys, said Judge
Judy Hall, who started the program
because getting a toy turns the
negative experience of appearing in
court into a positive experience.
"The purpose of this was that it
would change their perception
about what they would go
through," Hall said.
She got the idea after watching
the reaction of her 5-year-old niece
who received a $10 bill from an
emergency room doctor because
she was a good patient.
"Now she remembers that as a
positive experience," Hall said.
The "Toy Room" has become
popular with all her staff and the
lawyers who go there to see what
the children will choose..
"They all come with me, bailiffs
and all, because it is so much fun to
watch the children pick what they
want," Hall said. "And they will
stand there and deliberate about it
and deliberate about it and then
they will select what they want and
it has a positive response."
Family Court recently received
the several boxes of toys from a local children's group.
"We had plenty of toys for the
kids in our program, so we decided
to help more children in Christian
County in need," said Sara'Shepherd, executive of Big Brothers-Big
Sisters.

Hall said the experience of
watching a child pick a toy reminds
her staff and the attorneys why they
are there — to help the children..
"To me the toys are like icing on
a cake," Hall said. "They are a way
of helping the children."
The Family Court system was
approved by state legislators in
1998. The new court has been hearing cases involving family disputes
since October. The court is assigned cases involving divorces,
adoptions, termination of parental
rights and juvenile matters once
heard in district and circuit courts.
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to be improving. Earliei this v.eek,
soldiers from Afghanistan's Taliban militia who delivered food to
the hostages said the smell inside
was strong and unpleasant, a sign
that people had been sick.
However, hostages recently
were seen passing the time playing
cards, chess and board games, a
Taliban soldier who boarded the
plane said today: The soldier, who
spoke on condition of anonymity,
was one of several Taliban mem-

Whenever you need your prescription —
whether you're at home or at the office —
WE DELIVER FREE !
Medical Arts Pharmacy delivers
prescriptions right to your home or work.
Just call us by 1 p.m. and you'll receive
your medicine the same day, and you'll
never have to make a trip to the drugstore!
Plus, if you have a doctor's appointment

in or near the hospital, we're conveniently
located on the first floor of the Medical
Arts Building. We will quickly fill your
prescription before you go home.
Don't waste your time running all over
town for your medicine. Just call us at
762-1500 and we'll deliver right to your
door - FREE!
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FREE
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The plane's engines shut down
'fiir 12 hours Tuesday. halting negotiations and leaving an opened door
as the only ventilation.
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"They seemed to be relaxed," he
said. The passengers apparently
were allowed to remove the blindfolds they reportedly had been
forced to wear.
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hers who were ahlucd on board
the aircraft Tuesday to collect the
garbage and clean the toilets.
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for the Year 2000.
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new century date change smoothly so you will not be inconvenienced.

1 month
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to negotiate with them, sending a
seven-member negotiation team as
well doctors, nurses, technicians
and a replacement flight crew.
At least one hostage has been
killed since the crisis began Friday.
"Talks are making progress. Negotiations are give and take," said
A.R. Ghanashyam. an Indian diplomat in Kandahar."We are not talking about details until the negotiations have finished."
The mood on the plane appeared

For a free brochure call
1-800-355-SHARE

$6.5016 months $37.50
3 months $18.7511 year
$75.00
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KANDAHAR, Afghanistan
(AP)— The hijackers of an Indian
Airlines plane dropped their demands today for $200 million and
the return of body of a Kashmiri
militant, a possible breakthrough in
negotiations aimed,at ending a sixday hijacking, the Taliban's foreign
minister said.
The Taliban interceded at the- request of the Indian negotiators,
Wakil Ahmed Muttawakil told reporters at the Kandahar airport.
They convinced the negotiators to
drop the ransom demand because it
violated the tenets of Islam, as did
removing a body from its burial!
ground, he said.
On Tuesday, the hijackers insisted on $200 million, the release
of 35 Kashmiri militants and a
Pakistani cleric from Indian jails,
and the body of a militant Kashmiri
who was killed five years ago.
Muttawakil said the hijackers
have refused to lower the number
of Kashmiri fighters they want released from jail. They also are insisting on freedom for Masood Azhar, the ideologue of the klarkat ulAnsar, an Islamic militant group
active in Kashmir and on a U.S. list
of terrorist organizations.
Azhar's group has tried several
times to use kidnappings as a way
of freeing him but has failed. The
best-known attempt was the kidnapping in 1995 of six Western
tourists. One was killed, one escaped and four are still missing and
now feared dead.
Muslim militants have been
waging an insurgency in Indianheld Kashmir, demanding either independence for the Himalayan state
or union with Islamic Pakistan.
On Monday, the hijackers
threatened to start killing passengers. It was then that India agreed

1 YR. $98.00

As of June 30, 1999, we have completed testing and have all the necessary
system changes implemented as required by federal bank regulators. They
have evaluated our bank's readiness for Year 2000 to confirm that we meet
established readiness guidelines, and they are closely monitoring the
readiness of bank data service providers.
Our bank will continue to face
the Year 2000 computer
challenge head on in our effort
to ensure "business as usual"
for you in the new year.
000 Whitnell Road

Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton. Hardin.
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky. By
mail to other destinations, price is $65.00
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Patton playing games
It might be called the expecto
tions game and every governor
plays it.
Most often. it tips off every
other year. just about the time the
budget is being prepared in anticipation of the General Assembly
session. And it starts the same
way almost every time. with got ernors complaining about how little money they have. Often, a new
incumbent blames his or her predecessor. though rarely by name
and not usually very directly. Th,e
exception was the infamous quote
from new Gov. Wallace Wilkinson in December 1987 accusing
those.(expletive) of having spent
every nickel.
Gov -Paul Patton is playing _r_t_
now. And while he could blame
his predecessor as he puts together the first budget of this term.
doing so would prove problematic since it was him.
Since at least the middle of the
year. Patton has been talking about
how revenues have not been keeping up with expectations and how
the budget for the 2000-2002 biennium would be vastly different
than the last couple of spending
plans. In the previous Patton budgets, he benefited from huge surpluses that financed a. large pentup need for construction projects,
but also served to whet the appetite
of communities that look to the state
to provide the wherewithal for items
too big to go it alone.
Patton took the game to Owensboro just last week.
For more than an hour. Palt,,n

CAPITOL THOUGHTS

,a. tot

MARK CHELLGREN

Alk...

Associated Press Writer
listened to Dav less Count lead-.
ers present a long list of projects
that they said need or deserve
state help.
There as S16 million for a
new project at the Owensboro
Community College. S4 million
for the Owensboro Area Museum
of Science and History. $.1„4 million for the Owensboro Museum
o444ne-Aft.--.S7,-2 million, tor literfront development, and more money
for parkland acquisition. road,
improvements. drainage and other
items.
"There's no question about these
all being good projects." Patton
said at the end of the meeting.
"And this is a great community.
You've stepped up to the plate
and done your share."
But, he said, the budget he will
present to the Kentucky General
Assembly next month is "as tight
as I've ever seen. Our growth rate
this year is only 3.1 percent. That's
the lowest V.C.VC ever seen without a recession.Patton could visit virtually any
community in the state and hear
similar pleas. The bigger the city.
the bigger the projects and .. the
longer the lists.
There is a certain logic in the

asking. It's like Willie Sutton once
observed when he was asked about
why he robbed banks. That's where
the money is, he responded.
Well, the state is where the
money is. Just not this year, according to Patton.
"You don't get anything you
don't ask for." Patton told the group.
"And if you get everything you
asl, for, you didet--ask for enough.
But you don't have to worry about
that."
But rather than throw cold water
on everything and everybody. Pat—
ton has a new twist to the game.
Patton told the Owensboro leaders he will propose a bond issue
to finance some *projects. The
amount of the bond issue is yet
to he determined. Nor, presumably. has the list of projects to be
financed.
Patton also hinted he may ask
that some money be allotted to
specific regions of the state and
let the legislators from those areas
determine how to spend it. The
beauty of that idea — at least
from Patton's perspective — is he
would be able to meet some expectations while dodging the blame
it something gets left off.
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In the next couple of months,
we all are going to be bombardANALYSIS
ed with information, some true,
some false and some at best fanciful, about the garbage pickup
and beverage container deposit legislation that will be before the
TODD DUVALL
General Assembly after the new
Syndicated Columnist
year begins.
The prospects for the legislaseen the petitions being circulattion passing, despite the sponsored — I saw one at a drug store,
ship of House Majority Floor
of all places — urging people to
Leader Greg Stumbo and the
oppose the legislation and the "tax"
endorsement of Gov. Paul Patton,
it involves.
depends on how the public reacts
I've been paying taxes for a
to the prospect of paying a bit lot of years, and I can't rememmore for a plastic bottle of Coke ber ever paying a "tax" that I
and a Big Mac so that every Ken- could get a full refund on almost
tuckian can have weekly garbage as soon as I paid it.
pickup at their home, and there
I've also been doing some calis considerably less trash along culating about this beverage conthe state's roadways.
tainer deposit and its impact on
As Stumbo outlined recently in my wallet. I drink an average of
making the proposed legislation two cans of diet cola a day, day
public, a deposit of 5 cents ,or 10 in and day out. That's 10 cents a
cents would be required on most - day, or $36.50 per year.
beverage containers. Milk, infant
Throw in the occasional beer,
formula, fruit and vegetable juices bottle of mineral water and such
in most containers would be exempt. and let's figure $60 a year, or $5
There would be county or region- a month. It's not going to push
al centers where the empty con- me under financially.
tainers could be returned and the In fact, being the lazy sort,-ideposit redeemed. Those not probably would not go to the trouredeemed would be sold as scrap ble of redeeming the deposits, but
and the money could then be used send most of the containers to be
to operate the centers.
recycled. Those to whom that $5
And there would be an advance is meaningful may collect their
fee for fast-food restaurants with deposits and be none the poorer.
drive-through windows amounting
As for the fast food container
to one quarter of a cent on eath fee -- the closest thing to a tax
cup, wrapper, bag or carton used, in this legislation — I expect it
and the money would be paid to will cost me all of a couple of
the state Revenue Cabinet to be dollars a yr.
used to clean up trash and illegal
Even if I were to eat at a fastdumps across the state.
food restaurant every single day,
Already, of course, the restau- 365 days of the year, and have a
rants, bottlers, grocers and other hamburger, fries and a soft drink
retailers are screaming about a tax (and survive), and the total fee
on their products. Most of us have comes to a whopping I cent, my

cost for the entire year would only
be 365 pennies, or $3.65 for the
entire year.
I've spent more than that at a
single sitting at a fast-food restaurant, and most Kentuckians have
done exactly the same.
So, for a few pennies a week
in fast-food container fees and a
few dollars a month in redeemable
beverage container deposits, I will
be getting a state in which every
county is required to provide residential garbage pick up.
Right now, that is true in only
22 counties, less than 20 percent
of the total. And there is every
prospect that in time, the illegal
hillside dumps and the unsightly
roadside trash will begin to disappear.
That, has. b.mn, _the experience
in other places where beverage
container deposits are required.
There is no reason to believe Kentucky will be any different.
Yes, Stumbo's legislation will
be inconvenient and even costly,
at least initially, for some businesses, but so, too, is meeting
state health regulations, and no
one would suggest repealing them
because of inconvenience and cost.
We have a splendid opportunity to move trash and garbage out
of the Kentucky limelight and into
landfills and recycling plants. We
would be foolish to waste the opportunity.
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cer at triple the rare vegetarians do. As it turns
which perairconyn
out diets high in fiber
plant foods and never in animal products — afford
*
some protection against colon cancer.
Fiber speeds digestion, effectively removing food
carcinogens, and it also stimulates less liver production of carcinogenic secondary bile acids.
By contrast, total fat and saturated fat, which
Dear Editor:
tend to be substantially higher in animal products,
"Peanuts" cartoonist Charles M. Schulz and ear- and refined sugar all heighten colon cancer risks.
lier U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Gins- And the antioxidants and phytochemicals in many
burg have recently joined the long list of Ameri- plant foods are powerful cancer fighters.
cans struggling with colon cancer, the world's
For a healthier body and a happier you, as a
fourth-leading type of cancer and fourth-leading cause physician and nutrition researcher I would preof cancer deaths.
scribe- a vegan burger in place of a bacon cheeseWhile various factors (including age and genetburger, a bean burrito rather than a beef taco and
ics) affect one's risks, the preventive power of
spaghetti marinara instead of spaghetti with meat
what we put on our plates cannot be overstated.
sauce.
Researchers such as the University of CamAnd how about adding a crunchy green salad
bridge's Sheila- Bingham have found strong links
tomatoes and a delicious fruit plate for dessert?
with
between consumption of meats and other fatty
foods and colon cancer.
Neal D. Barnard, M.D.
Regrettably, in developed nations and urban
President
areas of the developing world, colon cancer is on
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medithe rise, in tandem with the spread of fast-food
cine
restaurants in particular and animal-product-cenWashington, D.C.
tered Western diets in general.
202-686-2210. ext. 301
Statistics show meat-eaters contract colon cannbarnard@perm.org

Risk of colon
cancer can be
reduced by diet
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Dec. 20
Star Tribune of Minneapolis, on U.S. military's 'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' policy:
Plenty of life's rules are arbitrary and unfair;
the U.S. military's "Don't ask, don't tell" rule is
arguably less so than what it replaced. Nevertheless, Defense Secretary William Cohen's order last
week for a 90-day policy review represents an
important recognition that the status quo, created
as a well-intentioned compromise nearly seven
years ago, is seriously flawed. In truth, "Don't
ask, don't tell" is not just arbitrary and unfair; it
is heartbreaking in its demand for ongoing falsity
and a concomitant denial of reality. ...
What could and should emerge is a policy that
depends on the eradication of myths through programs of continual education, a policy that contains clear standards of conduct — sexual and otherwise — for all military personnel, a code that
has mutual respect at its core.

1

That doesn't seem radical in the least, yet its
realization eludes us still.
Dec. 22
The Times Union of Albany, N.Y., on moving the Amadou Diallo trial to Albany County:
The perception that it would be impossible —
too much attention in the press, emotions off the
meter — to conduct a fair trial in the Bronx for
four white police officers accused of murder in
the death of an unarmed West African immigrant
is, by the decree of a state appeals court, reality.
The test of the judicial system moves here, to
Albany County.
But already there's this perception as well, that
Albany is the wrong place, too far and too different, from the rugged urban terrain where Amadou
Diallo died to conduct this trial. The inevitable
sense of suspicion anytime police go on trial heightens considerably.

Letter policy...
Letters must be brief.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or emailed to mh@murrayledger.com
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Relationships can be full of pitfalls
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QUESTION: Last week you
explained the first nine principles
of your "Love Must Be Tough"
philosophy. What are the remaining eight?
DR. DOBSON: These are the
remaining eight principles that will
help you avoid the common pitfalls among those who are trying
to win the heart of another during the courtship phase:
10. Beware of blindness to obvious warning signs that your potential husband or wife is basically
disloyal, hateful, spiritually uncommitted, hooked on drugs or alcohol, given to selfishness, etc.
Believe me, a bad marriage is far
worse than the most lonely instance
of singleness.
11. Beginning early in the dating relationship, treat the other
person with respect and expect the
same in return. A man should open
doors for a woman on a formal
evening; a woman should speak
respectfully of her escort when in
public, etc.
If you don't preserve this respectful attitude when the foundations
of marriage are being laid, it will
be virtually impossible to construct them later.
12. Do not equate human worth
with flawless beauty or handsomeness! If you require physical
perfection in your mate, he or she

may make the same demands of ing virgins until marriage, there
you. Neither of you will keep it are numerous psychological and
for long. Don't let love escape interpersonal advantages as well.
you because of the false values
Though it's an old—fashioned
of your culture.
notion, perhaps, it is still true that
13. If genuine love has escaped men do not respect "easy" women
you thus far, don't begin believ- and often become bored with those
ing "No one will ever want me." who have held nothing in reserve.
That is a deadly trap that can destroy
Likewise, women often disreyou emotionally. Millions of peo- spect men who have only one
ple are looking for someone to thing on their minds. Both sexes
love. The problem is finding one need to remember how to use a
very ancient word. It's pronounced
another!
14. Regardless of how brilliant "NO!"
the love affair has been, take time
16. Country singer Tom T. Hall
to "check your assumptions" with wrote a song in which he revealed
your partner before committing an understanding of the concept
yourself to marriage. It is sur- we have been describing. His lyric
prising how often men and women read, "If you hold love too looseplunge toward matrimony without ly then it flies away; if you hold
ever becoming aware of major dif- love too tightly, it'll die: It's one
ferences in expectation between of the mysteries of life."
Hall's observation is accurate.
them.
15. Sexual familiarity can be If the commitment between a man
deadly to a relationship. In addi- and a woman is given insufficient
tion to the many moral, spiritual importance in their lives, it will
and physical reasons for remain- wither like a plant without water.

The whole world knows that much.
But fewer lovers seem to realize that extreme dependency can
be just as deadly to a love affair.
It has been said that the person
who needs the other least will
normally be in control of the relationship. 1 believe that to be true.
17. There is nothing about marriage that eliminates the basic need
for freedom and respect in romantic interactions. Keep the mystery
and the dignity in your relationship.
If the other partner begins to
feel trapped and withdraws for a
time, grant him or her some space
and pull back yourself. Do not
build a cage around that person.
Instead, release your grip with
confidence while never appeasing
immorality or destructive behavior.
These are the basics of the
"Love Must Be Tough" concept.
I could list another 100 suggestions, but you get the idea.
*or

*# re

Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.
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Mrs. Hattie Watson
Mrs. Hattie Watson.93, formerly of Hun Street. Murray. and the Coldwater community. died Monday. Dec. 27, 1999, at 1:33 a.m. at Haws Memorial Nursing Home,Fulton.
Her husband, Gilbert (Gill) Watson, and two daughters, Janice Edmondson and Judith Ann Watson, all preceded her in death. Born Sept. 19.
1906, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Williarn
Lamb and Judy Pea Lamb.
Mrs. Watson, a homemaker, was a member of Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Survivors include one son, Donald Watson and wife, Charlene, Mayfield; one sister, Ms. Carlene Lamb, Coldwater; four grandchildren,
Rhonda Russell and husband, Darrell, Murray, Gregory Edmondson.
Texas, Steven Watson and wife, Kim, Nashville, Tenn., and Michael Watson, Fort Bragg, NC,; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. John Dale will officiate. Singing will be by the Glendale
Road Church of Christ singers. Burial will follow in the Coldwater Church
.of Christ Cemetery.
Visitation will he at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday ).

Mrs. Sally Adams
Mrs. Sally Adams,93, Sarasota. Fla., formerly of Mayfield. died Toes
day, Dec. 28, 1999, at 12:10 p.m. in Sarasota.
Her husband. Clifford Adams, and one daughter, Betty Clark. pretteded
her in death. Born May 17. 1906, in Calloway County, she was the d4ugli
tel of the late Claud Rogers and Sally Ann Waldroff Rogers.
Mrs. Adams was the former owner of Adams Cleaners, Cliffs Bat ii•and
Dairy Hill in Mayeield. She was a former member of Lone Oak Baillist
Church and Emmanuel Baptist Church of Mayfield. •
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Judy LaCava, Sarasota; one;kon.
Kenneth Adams, Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Cozie Sullivan. Mayfield:nine
grandchildren; several great-grandchildren.
GraVeside services will be Friday at 1 p.m. at the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield. The Rev. Ray Provow and the Rev. Mike Williams will of
ficiate.
Visitation will be at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. from 5 to g p m
Thursday.

TV's'Lone Ranger,' Clayton Moore, dies
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
ThOUgh he appeared in about.,70
films, actor Clayton Mbore lived
and breathed one role in particular:
a masked hero who taught millions
of children that the good guys were
brave, honest and always wore a
white hat.
Starring on TV as the "Lone
Ranger" during the 1950s, Moore
grew to transcend the role, making
public appearances for decades in
costume to espouse the character's
moral code of justice and democracy.
"The Lone Ranger is a great
character, a great American. Playing him made me a better person."
Moore said in a 1986 interview
with The Associated Press.
-- "When!
- go, i want them to say,
'Who was that Masked man?"
The actor whose battle cry was
"Hi-yo, Silver," and whose theme
music was the driving "William
Tell Overture,".died of a heart at- ---tack Tuesday. He was 85.
"My father was an incredibly
humble man who was honored to
have portrayed this amazing character." Moore's daughter, Dawn
Moore Gerrity, said Tuesday.
"He constantly strove to live up
to the finest tenets of the Lone
Ranger, knowing he influenced
children worldwide. He held his

as a
aid precheesetaco and
ith meat

fans' love and loyalty very close to desperadoes.
After Tonto found him and'.
his heart."
A pioneer of the early TV west- --nurseti- him-hack- to-IleaIth,- -he-ern, Moore starred in "The Lone donned the mask to protect himself
Ranger" from 1949-52 and 1954- from his enemies and the two
57, crusading against villains on his roamed the West in search of bad
horse Silver, his Indian companion goys.
As he'd ride into the sunset each
Tonto at his side.
The character was born as a ra- week after rescuing the innocent
dio hero in the 1930s. Moore was (rom the evil, one of those he'd
cast as the masked man when the saved would invariably ask: "Who
show moved-to television, with Jay was that masked man?"
Fans loved the series' tradeSilverheels co-starring as Tonto.
•
marks,
from the rousing opening
Silverheels died in 1979.
Moore starred in most of "The theme music to that closing line to
Lone Ranger" episodes, though the silver bullet calling cards to
John Hart played the part for two Tonto's nickname for the Ranger,
seasons when Moore left the show "kemo sabe."
At public appearances, Moore
over a contract dispute.
Into the 1980s, Moore would lectured to children against guns,
speak to children in his white teat, drugs, alcohol, smoking and four
powder blue shirt and pants, gun language. Moore liked to say that
belt with silver bullets and twin -the character embodied the creed
that :'everyone has within himself
holsters, red bandana and boots.
He even waged a five-year court the power to make this abetter
battle to continue wearing the world."
21,
1e-embodied the We:Ili/0d
Ranger--s- tratleffrark black -maskwhen the company that owned the sion of what people thought the
rights to the character wanted to West was about," said James Nottage, chief curator of the Autry Muhand the role to a new actor.
Why a good guy would wear a seum of Western Heritage.
"For people who grew up with
mask was explained in the show's
first episode: The Lone Ranger dis- his television version. he was the
guised himself because he was the Lone Ranger. He conveyed certain
only survivor of a group of Texas values and behavioi, how kids were
Rangers ambushed by a gang of expected to act," he said

Even into the *80s. people
would drive- past his Calabasas
home in the oak-studded foothills
30 miles northwest of downtown
Los Angeles, and yell, "Hi-yo, Silver."
Moore was born Sept. 14, 1914
— some sources give an earlier
year — in Chicago, son of a real
estate developer. He worked in a
circus trapeze act and as a model
before heading to Hollywood in
1938.
Moore is survived by his wife.
Ctarita, and his daughter, Dawn
Moore Gerrity.

Richard E. Cochran
Richard E. Cochran, 73, Boydsville community of Graves County, died
Monday, Dec. 27, 1999, at 4:51 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center,
Mayfield.
A farmer, he was a member of Story's Chapel United Methodist
Church. He was the son of the late Richard Cochran and Maude Cook Cochran.
Survivors include several cousins including some from Callow as
County.
The funeral will be Thursday at I p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Tim Allred will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Timothy Brown, Latti Horn. Bryan Horn, Tony
Adair, Bobby Canter Jr. and Bobby Canter. Burial will follow in the
Boydsville Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. today (Wednesday
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You can call Lake
Region Propane Gas, Inc.

toll-free to schedule your
propane deliveries!
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Let us all celebrate this spiritual season
with love together.
Many thanks to you, the greatest customer,
in the word!

Calloway Monument Works

4
31 Small lone
Hardin, KY 42048
753-8011 •to free 800-354-8050
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Chg.

Don Jones Ind.
+ 37.92
Air Products
31'.+'.
• 51LI
AT&T
Bell South
47'.
Briggs & Stratton
52".4-%
Bristol Myers Squibb 66'. Caterpillar
47', +2.
Daimler Chrysler
77'.+ 2'.
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
81%
Firstar
20% unc
Ford Motor
;V.+ 1
General Electric
I57'.+ 1',
General Motors
+1
Goodrich
25'. +',
Goodyear
26".+1".
HopFed Bank* -15% B 15%A
1BM
109'..'.
Ingersoll Rand
53'.
Intel
84'. + 1`.
Kroger
t( & E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
I2'+'.
McDonalds
40 Merck
69'
Microsoft
118 +
J.C. Penney
18%
31'...1 •
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
66'..
Schering-Plough
43'16
Sears
29•
Texaco
+
Time Warner
69.+'.
Union Planters
UST
Wal-Mart
69%. unc

• New unit sales • Service for most brands • Bags for most brands
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity

'Hilliard Lyons us a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged

OPEN New Year's
Eve for Dinner

PeoplesBank

(Kitchen closes a 9:50)
CLOSED New Year's Day

Serving Murray-Calloway County
Since 1934

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

ILSON
g Editor

Additional
Information
Available
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OPEN 6 DAYS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE
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Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firestone
& Summit Tires

Ronnie Melvin

....•••••••m
..— •

1

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

ro•
;

,
o"io";
•

401 North 4th St.• Murray

Business As Usual...

LIG AIDUI I
C1\11

Today, Tomorrow,
And Into The New Millinneum.

LOCATED ON 641 S.
PURYEAR,TN • 901-247-5798

••
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MEMBER FDIC

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from 11:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

HILLIARD

1.."(ONS
SINCE 1154

'tit IIIVI'StrIlo 'II

.J11 wort Wit

209 S. 3rd St. • 753-5341

'till;

Live Music Every Saturday Night at 9:30

• fir.b. oe'St v.1 SiPC

Main Office
5th & Main

North Branch
N 12th & Chestnut

Kroger Money
Market Center

(270) 767-2265
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CRISIS component
ofHEAP announced
ot the
CRISIs
Home Energy Assistance PrOgrarn
Hi. 2(s)0 and still
4 In ricInn on Jan.
/
\1
until
,l11'11 March 15. 2000 or
tunds h.oe been expended. accordIn,: to l'ony Doss dy . Regional
NBC, Tra nsportation Coordinator
Die program is aYailable to astamdies who are in
Irk
"HI
owe heating crisis within the
eht unti-es ol the Purchase area.
uschold shall he considered
a home heating CRISIS
at ton V. hen
fhe household is w it-fin four
daY s ot runnine. out ot tuel it hulk
tuel: t.oal tuel oil, propane. kerosen..or word is the heat sour.t...:
Ilie hilusehold has receiYed
past:due-. disconne.t notice it natuor electric is the heat source:
ral
Me household's home heatinir
..osts are in.luded as an undesignatod portion ot the rent, and the
household has re.-eiYed an e‘iction
tiCITtee'tor non-Trayment ot rent
1.0,11 application'. tor assdstance
be made at the West Kentucky
Vmed Sei ices ottice. located in
he Weak,Community CenrcT ("1117
Poplar St . 1 ui rax . \\ oh Sue
Chaney as local duector
ro he eligible the applkant must
meet the tollow mg income guide,ncs

Household sue 1 with gross
monthly income of 5756: sue 2
with income of S1.014; site 3 with
income of $1.273. sue 4 with income of $1.531: sue 5 with income
of S1.790; siie 6 with income of
S2.048; size 7 with income of
52.307; site 8 with income of
S2.565. For each additional family
l i her S259 may he to the inne
memberri
. When making an application.
the applicant must bring the follow ing Disconne:t/past due notice it
electric or natural gas is the heat
source.
Is R:tion notice it heating costs
an undesignated portion of the rent;
Pro 'I ot last propane delis err to
aide in determining it household
s ill be without in 4 day or a statement companY to that etteet.
Social Security numbers ot all
members in the household:
Proof AA in.orne tor es err member in the household Ysho orks or
the month prior to
had income
apph k, anon
these applications may he made
at the Murray It ice or tor other
counties- in the Purchase area at
Bent,., \las field. Paducah.
H ,nan. Bardwell and WI,
tote

Kerry Lambert is certainly true to his word as being chairman
of The Salvation Army Unit here in Murray and Calloway County.
This was noted when I saw him on Christmas Eve in front of WalMart ringing the bell and taking donations in The Salvation Army
red kettle.
Many volunteers have given of their time for this special service
during the period of Thanksgiving through Christmas. In years
past, Wal-Mart has allowed the army kettle to be in the lobby of
the store, but this year Wal-Mart made the ruling that no organization can collect donations in any of the Wal-Mart buildings.
Donations for the Christmas Kettle appeal have been used to
buy the meat for the Christmas baskets given out by Need Line
each year. Among other things the donations are used are to help
other persons in need at Need Line and to send boys and girls to
The Salvation Army Camp in Kentucky.
"The Salvation Army, established in the United States in 1880,
works to foster a love of God and to provide for the needy," according to the World Hook Encyclopedia.
Lambert and his family came to Murray with the Alliance
Church. Now chaplain at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
many persons have told me of the wonderful service he is giving
there.

POwervutage will be today

Murray Electric System is planning a power outage for today
(Wednesday) beginning at I p.m., weather permitting, for Canterbury,
Coach Estates and Martin Heights subdivisions. The outage will last
about two hours. For information call Dale Hughes, public relations director at MES at 753-53 1 2.
TOUR HOUSE - Jessica Ottway and April Thomason are pictured in front of the Diuguid House as a part of their Girl Scout
study.

Girl Scouts tour Diuguid house
\
40

Jessica Ottw ay and April Thomason from Senior Girl Scout
Troop s20 recently toured the Diuguid House 'on Main Street. Murray
This \?, as a part of their study
about arthitecture and history.

;,,
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kV Has There
V:1111
Never
Been A Higher Demand For
Licensed Cosmetologistc

Tron,p

he Padt.h...ili S),Inphoin, Chorus
ill hold auditions on Saturday.
Jan S. tor singers who would like
to participate in its spring and summer activities
"I.he chorus will sing on the
March IS Paducah Sr mphon‘ concert. performing Stras inst.\ 's
I

In only 10-1/2 months you can
have a lifetime career in cosmetology.

ENROLL%
44,,se'
Llic,ki?„4,

Services Offered To Public:
•Manicures
•Perms
•Chemical Hair Relaxing
•Pedicures
•Waxing
•Highlighting
•Sculptured '.
•Facials
•Tinting
of instructors.
supervision
under
students
All work done by
Gift Certificates Available!
504 Maple St. • 'Murray • 753-4723
ry Arts 5 Sconces
,
. OTITINNOOne• '
• ,• ..AccAs National A

CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS
LOOK WHAT ONE TABLE,ONE
MIRROR AND ONE ACCESSORY CAN DO

HAPPY HUNTING!

9.11
-,4,-.."-lapate.- •
FROM

JOHN KENNEDY HAMILTON
KENTUCKY STATE TREASURER
The Kentucky Treasury Department has over $70,000,000.00 in
UNCLAIMED PROPERTY(money,deposits, securities, etc.) which
may be in your name. If your name appears or you are the legal
heir to a name listed below, complete this form and return to the
Treasury Department, 183 Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY 40601 or
fax to 502-564-4200. Visit our Web Page at: www.kytreasury.com.
-

NAME
(EXACTLY as it appears in the list)
Property ID#
Name of person claiming funds.
Name
Address

City
17 1

State

Zip

Day Phone
The Treasury Department is not responsible for errors
contained in this ad or on the report.
205233 Bea Smith. Pt 1. Box 138: 164008 Larry S Cooper, 1712 A Weiis St, 209934
Vicki M Dugger. RR 2. Box 33, 202950 Dwania L Edwards, POB 831: 211900 James
Filbeck, Citizens Bank. 1203 Payne: 211802 Stephanie D Fletcher. Pt 4. Box 470:
203755 Bruce Garland, Garland White. P13, Hwy 34 E: 213255 E George. 203 Cross
St. 162687 Rachel R Hammock. %Mickie Hammock,POB 976:172938 Hall Hart,
Murray State University. 204025 Brian J Home. James Gilson, Karen Gilson. 215 Rivina
St, 206431 Doris0Johnson, Fox Meadows V:218517 DonaldD Karstad, RR 3, Bcx
325, 206686 Bruce King, Rt 8: 217639 Lake Taylorsville Development. POB 1257;
204893 Homer Lusk, Phyllis, At 5, Box 264: 214604 Michael Martin. 486 Shady Oaks
213364 L Cavitt Mattie, 205 Spruce St; 213365 L Gavin Mame. 205 Spruce St; 214601
Tony W Moore. POB 194: 201412 Myna K Owen. 900 Main St: 211722 William Patser
POB 24; 217099 Gregory Pepion. P08 2582, 213677 Stephanie D Phillips. 1208 Peggy
Ann Dr; 218219 Elizabeth Shepard, Northern Natural Gas, 1309 Poplar St, 156700
Alliaon Darrow Sickel, 1708 Olive St. 207027 Storeys Food Giant. Bel Aire Shopping.
201679 Lloyd 0 Todd, 1415 West Main, 206955 James Edward Vester, 1904 Westwood
Dr: 213449 D Crutchfiel Vtvtan, POEI 744, 205903 Stephanie Wall, P14, Box 51; 214602
Jerty Williams, Pt 48. Box 315 214645 Jerry L Wiliams, Box 315. Knight Rd Hwy 94 E:
208d29 Ralph H Woods, Elizabeth H. 1318 Main St, 214631 Carla York, %Wal-Mart

Thursday will be the last day for registered voters who wish to
switch thcir political party affiliation and vote in their new party's primary election next spring. This can he made in the office of Calloway
County Clerk Ray G. Courtesy Jr. in the courthouse through Thursday.
The office will be closed Friday in observance of the New Year's holiday.
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Library to close for holiday

Calloway County Public Library will be closed i-uniay. Saturday and
Sunday in observance of the New Year's holiday. The library will reopen for regular hours on Monday. However the library will be closed
for inventory from Jan. 8 through Jan. 17,- reopening Tuesday. Jan. 18,
for regular business hours.
P

i,n\ ()Maal.

:WV

Dedication ceremony6iday- '""..

Symphony Chorus
to hold auditions

Classes Begin Monday,
_
Jan. 10, 2000

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

took the tour with the IV,t) Scouts.
Other troop members are Megan
Raspberry' and Sara Duncan. who
wined these girls on other tours of
the Kopperud Realty Building. Objects on the Square. ‘'intage Rose
and Discount Shoes
Dana Laster also went on the

Thursday is deadline

sib
fuel

"S)inpliony ot Psalms- with the orchestra, and will perform a choral
concert on May 20.
In early June the chorus will
embark on its first European tour.
Stops are scheduled in Prague.
Czechoslovakia and Vienna and
Salzburg. Austria, with seYeral c(incerts planned along the way as well
as plenty of time for sight-seeing.
Singers mav call the Symphony
ot lice at I -27(i-444-0065 or 1 -WO738-3727 to schedule an audition
tir request further information.
Chorus rehearsals will resume
on Sunday. Jan. 9. at 2 p.m. at
Grace Episcopal Church. Paducah.

Here's an
easy, and
attractive,
decorating
idea that can
increase the
beauty in a
by
room
the
using
combination
of just three
elements -a table, a mirror and an accessory.
This idea is to place a table againsta wall in a spot that could use some
decorating help. Then, place a mirror above the table and put a pretty
accessory on the table in front of
the mirror.
By putting the accessory there.
you'll give it double exposure. It
will he seen by itself, and it will
also be reflected in the mirror and
seen at other angles throughout the
room.
That accessory can be anything
you'd like to show off. One possibility would be a nice lamp.
But, whatever accessory you use
here, you will have created a beautiful, new area in this part of the
mom.
This idea can be done virtually
anywhere in your home — and it
can be an especially good idea in
the living room, or in a hallway.
Remember we're here to help you
get the furniture you need and
we're here to help you get the most
out of it.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916
•
•
•
•
•
Theatres
•
•
1008 Chestnut St.
•
•
Matinees Daily
•
Dec. 26-Jan. 2
•
The Talented Mr. Ripley •
R - 1:30 - 7:00 - 10:00 •
•
Any Given Sunday •
R - 1:2 - 7:00 - 10:05•
Man On The Moon •
•
R - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:40 •
•
•
•
••••••••

o

Bicentennial Man •
•
PG. 1:05 - 3:35 - 7:05 - 9:35 •
•
Stuart Little
•
PG - 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:25 •
•
The Green Mile
•
•
R - 1:30 - 7:30
•
Deuce Bigelow: Male Gigolo •
•
R - 9:20
•
•
Toy Story 2
•
G- 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:10 •
•••••••••••••

Crass
FURNITL'RE.
103 S. Third Street
Murray. KY 42071
(502)753-3621
'Come see what V011if heen missing

Program Information •
•
Call 753-3314
••••••••••••

••

Murray -Calloway County Habitat for Humanity- Board of Directors will have a dedication ceremony for its seventh house located at 1318
ycarrtnre-St,-Murray. on Fridayat-40--a:0+.- The-noxv-partner-fasuil
Valerie. Ashley and Austin Conner who has contributed 500 hours toward the completion of the house. Habitat officers are John Waldman,
John Hart. RebeCca Landoll and Charles Homra.

Watch Night planned

The annual Watch Night New Year's Eve service and social will be
Friday starting at 7 p.m. at the New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church. A
potluck meal will be served during the evening as the group awaits the
beginning of NM,The public is invited to attend.

Kentucky Opry plans show

Kentucky Opry at Drattenvdle will present a "New Year's Millennium Show" on Friday from 8 p.m. to midnight. Hors d'oeuvres and
party favors will he given free. Tickets are $17 for adults and $7.50 for
children. Group rates are available. For information call 1-270-5273869.

Palestine plans event
A Watch Night New Year's Eve service will be at Palestine United
Methodist Church on Friday starting at 7 p.m. This will include worship, singing, fellowship and refreshments of finger foods, sandwiches
and drinks. The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Smoking cessation classes planned
Are you ready to kick the smoking habit once and l'or all? MurrayCalloway County Hospital and the Calloway County Health Department will Offer smoking cessation classes that use the medically accepted Cooper/Clayton Method. There are 12 special sessions held for
those wanting to stop smoking._ Classes are set for Thursdays, Jan. 6
through March 30 from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the hospital's private dining room. Pre-registration is required for this program. To reserve your
spot in this class call registered nurse Elizabeth Hyde at 1-800-3426224,extension 394, or 762-1394.

West View lists activities
Special 'activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home inelude Bingo at 10 a.m., Cheri trip at 1 p.m. and Movie at 2 p.m. on
Thursday; Devotion at 10 a.m. and Millennium Welcome Party at 2
p.m. on Friday.-

Retrouvaille scheduled
The next Retrouvaille program will begin the weekend of Jan. 21-23
at Mount St. Joseph Center, Maple Mount, and will conclude after a series of six Post Weekend sessions to be from 1 to 5 p.m. on the following Sundays: Jan. 30. Feb. 13, 27. March 12. 26 and April 2. The Christian peer ministry is open to couples of all faiths and is designed to help
heal and renew struggling marriages, even those marriages at the point
of separation and/or divorce, according to Tom and Karen Heilers who
may called at 1-270-686-1967 or 1-800-470-2230. Confidentiality is
strictly enforced. Additional information may he found on line at
www.retrouvaille.org.

0
•
Order your New Year's Eve Party Frays,
Cheeseballs and much more!
Stop in or call 759-2006
Open til Noon New Year's Eve

K A • T's Catering 11 Specialty Shop
403 Chestnut St., Murray
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Paducah represented
by Mardi Gras event
in national project
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Congressman Ed Whitfield; the
City of Paducah and Barbara
Fielder, Mary Davis, Sara Fineman
and Judy Overbey, River City
Mardi Gras co-organizers, announced that the River City Mardi
Gras celebration will represent
Paducah in the national Local
Legacies project of the Library of
Congress Bicentennial celebration.
The nomination was made possible through Congressman Whitfield to the Library of Congress.
The Local Legacies project is
designed to document and pay tribute to the nation's rich cultural
heritage. The Library of Congress
is fostering community projects to
ensure that future generations will
have access to important cultural
"snapshots" of American traditions,
folklore and everyday life.
The River City Mardi Gras focused on increasing tourism and
visibility to historic downtown
Paducah. Window decorations, using the Mardi Gras color theme of
deep purple, green and gold were
created by downtown merchants
and restaurants. In the parade on
the theme of "Bright Star on the
River," on-lookers received colored
beads and memorabilia from parade
participants who represented the
community.
Local children made unique
masks, beads and miniature Mardi
Grasparade floats for their own
historic parade held in the Market
Street Theater.
Musical talent was showcased
during the River City Mardi Gras
on two evenings. Downtown restaurants and businesses were open
during the event.
The masquerade ball at the convention center capped off the twoday event.
The celebration held last February was in partnership with community leaders. the City of Padu-
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Holiday Hours
Closed Friday, Dec. 31st
and Saturday, Jan. 1st
We will reopen
Monday, January 3rd
at 7 a.m.
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SERVICE NEWS
Navy Fireman Paul M...Pitt. son

of Paul M. Pitt of Benton, recently
completed U.S. Navy basic training
at Recruit Training Command,
Great Lakes, Ill.
During the eight-week program,
Pitt completed a variety of training
which included classroom study
and practical instruction on naval
customs, first aid, fire fighting, water safety and survival, and shipboard and aircraft safety. An emphasis is also placed on physical
fitness. ,
Pitt also received-instruction on
the Navy's core values - honor,
courage and commitment - and
how to apply them in their military
performance and personal conduct.
Pitt is a 1999 graduate of Christian County High School. Hopkins-

day, Feb. 5.
All entrants are required to perform, from memory. a movement
of a concerto from the standard orchestra literature. They are also required to be accompanied by piano.
The winners will perform on the
March 18 Paducah Symphony con-

/sm

Don't Drink and Drive

DECOR DIRECT
Area's Largest Decorative Accessories Outlet.
1717 NORTH MORGAN STREET • UNION CITY,TN

901-885-6139
After Christmas

SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS!

EVERYTHING
In The Store

1/2 Price

vale.

FUN & FASHION

‘ert. accompanied by the orchestra.
Application forms and other information is available by contacting
the Symphony at 1-270-444-0065
or 1-800-738-3727 between 7 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday,
or at the e-mail address symphony0Pmidwest

Candles already marked way down below price...We still
have a good selection.
HOURS: Monday-Thursday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

CLOSED FOR INVENTORY

753-5227

January 1st turn January 7th
RE-OPENING SATURDAY, It \lIARY 8TH
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DONATION MADE - Peggy
Billington, left, executive director of the United Way of
Murray and Calloway County,
accepts a check from Carolyn
Parks, president of the Hazel
Woman's Club. The check for
$1,000 was designated to the
Murray -Calloway County
Transitional Home.

In mid-March the winners of the
eighth annual Paducah Symphony
Young Artists Competition will receive cash prizes and perform with
the orchestra.
The competition is an incentive
for serious ninth through 12th
grade musicians to take their talent
to a higher level.
In the past, some of the best
high school musicians from Kentucky and surrounding states and as
far away as New Jersey have competed for the rare opportunity to
perform as a soloist with a symphony orchestra.
The winner in each of two divisions - piano and other orchestral
instruments - also receives a $500
cash prize, given by the Paducah
Symphony League.
The prize money can be used for
private lessons, college tuition or
anything else the winner chooses.
The winner of the Piano Division, which is co-sponsored by the
Music Department of Murray State
University, is also offered a music
scholarship, if eligible.
The Piano Division application
deadline is Monday. Jan. 3. Entrants will perform for the judges at
Murray State on Saturday, Jan. 22.
The "Other Instruments" Division application deadline is Friday,
Jan, 21. Finalists in this division
will audition in Paducah on Satur-

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

irs tociman,

end.

Young Artists'applications due

••
•••,.

ectors
1318

w0rviches

cah. City of Paducah Parks and
Street Department, the Paducah
Area Chamber of Commerce,
Paducah McCracken County Convention, Visitors Bureau and local
merchants.
Working through congressional
offices, the Local Legacies initiative seeks to chronicle aspects of
the nation's diverse cultural heritage from all 50 states, U.S. trusts
and territories, and assemble a selection of documentary material at
the Library of congress to share
with all Americans.
The "Local Legacies" will be
celebrated during a special event at
the Library of Congress in Washington in May 2000, to which all
participants, their U.S. senators and
representatives will be invited.
Later, selected Local Legacy materials will be added to the library's
collections and made available on
the World Wide Web.
The Library of Congress celebrating its Bicentennial in 2000 has
been "gathering knowledge for the
nation's good" since 1800, according to Librarian of Congress James
H. Billington.
Known as "the national library"
for the services it provides all
Americans, the Library of Congress
is planning nationwide celebration
of the contributions of all libraries
to a democratic society.
For more information on the Library's Bicentennial, check the Library's Bicentennial Web site at
www.loc.gov/bicentennial, or call
the Bicentennial Program Office at
1-202-707-2000.or toll-free 1-800707-7145.
The success of the 1999 River
City Mardi Gras has paved the way
for River City Mardi Gras 2000 to
be held Feb. 25 and 26 in historic
downtown Paducah. For Masquerade Ball tickets and Mardi Gras information call 1-88-443-2048.
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New
Thermogenie
Rotation
Diet Plan

CAL

•I e

767-0780
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5,
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

Special Discount
for Britt* &
Stratton
Employees
& Spouses

•••,

I. hope each and every-one of .you ad
joyous Christmas visiting with family and
friends. It is a wonderful time to reflect on
what life and family are really all about.
This week is going to be a big one, the end
of a century, the end of a millennium. We
are all wondering what kind of technological breakthroughs and medical advances
we will see.
It is one thing to start a new year with our
resolutions, but it is really quite another to
be here at the beginning of a new age, with
new thoughts and new feelings and pondering what changes are forth coming and just
how they will affect each of us.
There has been so much media hype as to
what will happen, it has almost gotten to be
ridiculous. However, we can take this new
beginning of a century and make it a new
beginning in our own thoughts and actions.
There is no time like the present to begin
anew.
Achieving what we want can be easier
than we think. The mind has unlimited
power to create what we want. Everyone
has dreams. Dennis Deaton, Ph.D.. author
of "Creating Your Future" has an easy
game plan to follow.
I. Relax — Find a quiet place, clear your
mind and just "be" for 10 minutes.
2. Write — Describe your goals, wnte it
out as if it were already a part of your life,
see it, smell it, feel it, put yourself in the
picture.
3. Visualize — See what you want as if it
were a movie, feel the emotions — see
yourself there, imagine it is here and now,
know it is real.
4. Focus — Every session doesn't have to
he as long as the first one, says Dr. Deaton,
you can use the technique briefly any time.
driving, gardening, etc. Take a few minutes
during the day to relax and daydream and
focus on your goals. • •
Take time to make your life like you want
take responsibility for your actions and
your life; you created it. You can create a
new one, too. Thoughts are things — watch
what you think and wish for. it just might
happen
Happy New Year — 1/2 pnce sale going
on now! Lots of beautiful holiday wear on
sale to make this New Year's be special.
OK Kelley has something for everyone,
whether you want to be formal, or semitormal or just have something new and
snazzy, we have it on sale_
Come by and check out all of the terrific
bargains, try something on — you can not
judge something on a hanger — you just
never know until you try it — Don't forget
the wonderful jewelry and accessones that
really make it perfect.
Congratulations to Janice Morgan who
won the jewelry at our luncheon last Fnday
—Join us this Friday 11-2 p.m.
Love and blessings as we leave this century and hope and promise for the next.
Stay tuned to nest week', Fun & Fashior

report
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Tipper Gore
undergoes
operation

•1
t

WASHINGTON t AP) — An
operation to remove a growth on
Tipper Gore's thyroid gland was
performed after an earlier test could
not rule out cancer, her spoke.
woman said.
The two-hour operation went as
planned Tuesday . and the vice
president's wife was alert and comfortable at Johns Hopkins Medical
Center afterward, spokeswoman
Camille Johnston said.
Vice President Al Gore accompanied his wife to the Baltimore
hospital. and remained with her at-ter the operation. She was expected
to Re released today.
Results of pathological tests on
the nodule, or small growth, will
available next week, said surgeon
Dr. Robert Udelsman in a statement
issued through the r ice president .
press office.
"Earlier diagnostic studies ...
were performed and were inconcluUdelsman's statement said.
sir
The earlier tests Included a pro
cedure in which a needle is inserted
into the nodule and a small bit of
tissue extracted. Tuesday - s surger\
called a "right thyroid lobectomy
was much more extensive. and re
(wired putting Mrs Gore undet
general anesthesia.
The procedure should not affect
the functioning of Mrs Gore's thy
roid. Ms. Johnston said
The thyroid gland. located in the
neck, produces hormones that regu
late The htZY'S metholistii
Mrs. Gore. 51. has no symptoms
of thyroid disease. Ms Johnston
said.
Thyroid nodules are ,,tininon.
occurring in about a third of all
people. according to the American
Cancer Society. As many as 95 per
cent ot the growths are not Ltancerous. Still. about 18.0(X) cases ot
thyroid cancer are diagnosed eaLh
year. more than 13.000 ot them in
women Thyroid cancer is highly:
treatable. and many are cured. hut it
kills 7(1) women and 500 men a
year, the cancer society estimates.
Mrs. Gore did not know of the
nodule until it was discovered during a recent unrelated medical examination, the spokeswoman said.
The growth was discovered after
Mrs. Gore sought treatment for an
-exercise-related inktry.,- Ms Johnston said.
Brrth -C-rbres are- ilea th-ettrts-ctti qt.

Oder Your Party Trays for New Year's
Prices Good
Dec. 29 thru
Jan. 4

9104n. 9000e 7o144

70exee 70.0d

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. •
8:00-7:00
Fri. & Sat.
8:00-7:00
Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stomps- We Reserve The Right To LIM s„(Jaoities And Correct Pricing Errors
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Peas

1580z 3/99'

2/$4°'
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Corporate chief,
wife charged with
abandoning child
ROCKLAND. Del. (API — It
seemed to speak of total desperation: a husband and wife allegedly
abandon their I (l-‘ear -old on in
his wheelchair at a hospital. with a
note saying they can't care for him
anymore.
But prosecutors say one of the
accused parents is the head of a
chemical
55(5)
pany
Richard Kelso. 62. and his wife.
Dawn. 45, offered no explanation
as they were arraigned on one
count each of child abandonment
and conspiracy. The couple was
freed on hail Tuesday after a night
in jail.
"It's clearly not a •matter of
money,- said New Castle County
police Lt. Vincent Kowa'. adding
the Kelsos left matching R\1\\
parked outside the station following
their arrest.
Calls to the couple's home went
unanswered.
Glorer Crouch, an uncle of Mrs.
Kelso. said the couple had been left
without nursing help over Christmas. sleeping in shifts to handle his
round-the-Clock needs. He decribed them as loving, not neglectrents.
fu
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Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper
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3/$500 Water
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JFG Bonus Blend

12 Rolls
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Kraft Reg & Light

Dasani Purified

Chi Chi

6 oz
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Cyrus accused
of mishandling
pension plan
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Insisting that Ron Cyrus is not accused of taking any union funds,
trustees of a state AFL-CIO pension plan are nevertheless accusing
the former union head of Mishandling the plan.
A lawsuit filed Monday in U.S.
District Court by two trustees of the
plan and an AFL-C10 employee
who participated in it, contend that
Cyrus failed to see that the union
contributed its share to the pension
plan.
The plan provided retirement
funds for about eight union employees. It does not affect pensions
for the rank-and-file members of
the state AFL-CIO.
The suit by trustees Bill Londrigan, Gary Best and employee
Dewey Parker Jr., additionally contends that when participants borrowed from their pension funds, the
moncy they later repaid was improperly diverted to the account of
the state federation.
David M. Cook of Cincinnati, an
attorney for the plaintiffs, said they
are not accusing Cyrus of theft.
"No one is saying Ron çyru
took any of the plan's money or
benefited from it in any way," he
said. "We are simply saying that he
failed in his role to make sure
money owed by the AFL-CIO each
year went to the pension plan."
Londrigan was named new
president of the state AFL-CIO in
July, and Best is secretary-treasurer
of United Food and Commercial
Workers Local 227 in. Louisville.
Parker is a participant in the pension plan.
The annual contribution by the
state federation is 15.5 percent of
each participant's pay.
The plaintiffs want the federal
court to declare that Cyrus
"breached his fiduciary duties with
respect to the plan" and find that he
Es personally liable to make good to
'the plan and its participants. "all
losses resulting" from his alleged
failure in handling the plan.
The court has also been asked 10
order an accounting of the plan to
determine how much it and its participants lost.
The lawsuit did not specify how
much money might be involved,
but the pension plan had assets "in
the six figures," Cook said. "That's
the reason for the accounting, to
determine the exact amount of
losses," Cook added.
Cyrus could not be reached for
comment yesterday.

VISA, MASTERCARD,DISCOVER,
FOODSTANIPS,& WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

Prices Good
Wed., Dec. 29
thru
Tues., Jan. 4

623 South 4th St.• Murray
270-759-1144 • Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

LOW LOW PRICES
Pride of Illinois
AWARD WINNER: Freedom Fest Director Judy Gargus and assistant Mina Kouklan-Vaden recently accepted a first-place
award for the Most Innovative New Festival Idea on behalf of
the Freedom Fest, as well as a first-place award for Best Brochure, two colors or less. The awards were presented by Kentucky Festival and Event Association (KFEA) President Ray
Tosti at the annual KFEA conference in Louisville. Bob McLean
of Design et al. creates the Freedom Fest brochure each year.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt Dew

Corn or Green Beans

12 Oz Ca,

15 oz.
Can

With Other Purchase

Nunnetter Flour

Lottery audit critical of returns
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The
annual state audit of the Kentucky
Lottery Corp. raises an old issue
about whether the games should return a- percentage of their sales to
the state or aim for more dollars.
The audit released Tuesday
claims the lottery is rewarding advertising firms, contractors and its
employees to the detriment of players, taxpayers and retailers.
But lottery president Arch Gleason said the report takes items out
of context, ignores important facts
and overlooks that the lottery paid
more to the state last year even
though total sales were down from
the previous year.
"It's disturbing to see it made
out like the players lost," Gleason
said. "We don't feel like the state
lost."
Gleason said the lottery paid
$153.8 million to the General Fund
during the fiscal year that ended
June 3a.‘ In addition, another '5.8
million was paid from unclaimed
prizes to a trust That finances housing for low-income people. The
housing allotment was ordered by
the 1998 General Assembly.
The total was slightly more than
1998, even though total lottery
sales declined from $585 million to
$583 million.
The lottery report said taxpayers
lost because the lottery failed once
again to return 35 percent of total
sales to the state. The lottery has
never reached that threshold, which
is suggested in the 1988 law that
created the games.

For $'
•
00

Faygo Drinks

Sunshine Ration Dog Food

•117

20 Lb. Bag $
3

Harold McKinney of the auditor's office said the report does not
argue the point, but only notes that
the percentage goal was not met. "I
don't think we can draw that line,"
McKinney said. "One way to test
that would be to try it."
The report also said players collected $9.4 million less in 1999
than the previous year. Gleason
said $4.3 million of the total was
money players won but did not
cash for some reason.
Another reason for the difference is the sales of Powerball, the
multi-state game that pays 50 percent of sales in prizes. Powerball
sales made up a larger percentage
of total sales in Kentucky in 1999
and Kentucky's other games pay
more than 60 percent in prizes.
Gleason said retailers were paid
less in commissions because of
lower sales and because the unclaimed prize fund, which partly
went to reward sales leaders in previous years, went to the housing
fund instead.
Advertising expenses did go up
in the year as the lottery tried to
boost sales, Gleason said. And salaries and benefits actually only rose
about 5 percent.

2

87°

5 Lb Bag

But lottery officials have long
argued that returning a strict percentage of sales would mean fewer
real dollars. Gleason said the state
pays about 60 percent of sales in
prizes and lowering prizes would
mean smaller sales and fewer dollars to the state.
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QUALITY MEATS
U.S.D.A. Boneless

Chuck Roast

(3)International Road Tractors, Bank Repossessions
Selling at absolute auction
Thursday, December 30, 1999•6 p.m.
At Murray Auto Auction
1992 International 9400 6x4 Eagle Serial #NC060313
Blue, 230" Wheel Base, 12,000# Front Axle
Detroit Diesel 12.7 Liter 365/400 H.P.
Jake Brake, 15.5" 2 plate clutch, International 9sp Tran.
Dual 100 Gal. Aluminum Fuel Tanks
60" Flat Roof Sleeper Box
Air Ride Suspension, 40,000# Rear Axle 3.91 ratio

Lb.

Ground Chuck
Boneless Beef

Lb.

Roundy Choice

Ham
1991 International 9400 6x4 Serial #MC051927
Red, 217" Wheel Base, 12,000# Front Axle
Cummins L-10 350E Diesel Engine
Jake Brake, 14" 2 plate clutch, Fuller 11609A 9 sp Tran.
Dual 100 Gal. Aluminum Fuel Tanks
42" Sleeper Box
Four Spring Suspension, 40,000# Rear Axle 4.10 ratio

100% Pure

Shoulder Roast $1•59
clifty Farm
Country Ham $1.29

Stew Meat
Beef

$1.39

Lb.

Minute Steaks

FRESH PRODUCE
Fresh Green

1990 International 8300 6x4 Serial #LH681293
Red. 196" Wheel Base, 12,000# Front Axle
Cummins Formula 315 Diesel Engine
Cummins C Brake, 14" 2 plate clutch
Fuller RTF 11609A 9 speed Transmission
Dual 100 Gal. Aluminum Fuel Tanks
42" Sleeper Box
Four Spring Suspension, 40,000# Rear Axle 3.54 ratio

Sno White

Selling at absolute auction
Thursday, December 30, 1999•6 p.m.
At Murray Auto Auction
5 Miles North of Murray on Hwy.641

Mushrooms

Yellow
8 oz. pk. $1.17

u.s.#1Red

Potatoes
Dole

Salad Mix

10 Lb. Bag

Onions

Peeled
$2.27 Mole
Baby Carrots
Jumbo Green
$ 17 Peppers

1 Lb. Bag

1*

1

1

1
I
I

MOSIN!PASANSAMIAANgab..-28, ....
II

Lucky Leaf Apple Juice

U.S.D.A. Choice

1
1
1
i

3 Lb. Bag

1 Lb. Bag

77°

1.07

3,0,99c
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Calloway
advances
to final
• Laker boys

Kent 'flashes'
past Racers
III Reese scores
30 points as
MSU falls 91-85
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
• EL PASO. Texas — Kent used
a second-half rally to overcome
an eight-point halftime deficit to
defeat the Murray State Racers
91-85 in the opening round of the
Sierra Providence Sun Classic Basketball Tournament Tuesday.
The Racers (7-3) used a 30point effort from point guard
Aubrey Reese. and held a 47-39
halftime edge. But Kent began the
second half with a 15-0 run to
take the lead for good.
The Golden Flashes 17-I)
advance to tonight's 10 p.m. CST
championship, game against host
Texas-El Paso (8-2). an 86-69 winner over Rhode Island in the tournament opener. Murray State will
face the Rams (3-8) in the con•
solation game at 8 p.m.
MSC" fell behind -early in the
contest, but fought its way back
into, the game - using a pair of
3-pointers from Aaron Page and
Mike Turner to help the Racers
take a 26-20 advantage.
Muriay continued its strong play,
and held on for its eight-point
edge at intermission.
However. Kent came storming
back to blitz the Racers in the
opening minutes of .the second
half. to take a 54-47 lead. Kyrem
Massey stored 13 of his 19 points
- in the final 20 minutes, helping
his squad turn the game around

KENT 91. RACERS 85
KENT (7-1)
Thomas 2-4 0-0 6. Whorton 5-9 0-0 10
Shaw 5-11 6-7 16, Mitchell 6-10 1-2 15
Massey 8-13 3-3 19, Huffman 4-12 7-7 1€
Vaughn 2-4 0-0 4, Mews 1-3 0-0 3. War
ren 0-1 0-0 0. Perry 0-2 2-4 2 Totals
33-69 19-23 91

trounce Gleason

MURRAY STATE (7-3)
Murray 5-7 0-0 11. Cunningham 0-4 1-2 1
Spencer 11-18 3-5 26. Turner 5-9 0-0 12
Reese 8-13 9-12 30. Towns 0-6 0-0 0,
Page 2-4 0-0 5 Totals— 31-61 13-19 85
Halttime—Murray State 47, Kent 39 3-Point
goals—Kent • 6-14 (Thomas 2-3. Mitchell 23. Steers 1-3. Huffman 1-5). Murray State
10-20 1Reese 5-6. Turner 2-4. Murray 1-2
Spencer 1-2, Page 1-2, Cunninghamm 01. Towns 0-3) Rebounds—Kent 34 (Massey
7). Murray State 39 (Spencer 9). Assists—
Kent 21 (Huffman 7). Murray State 17
(Reese 5) Total fouls—Kent 19, Murray
State 18
A-8.012.

The Golden Flashes led by as
much as 12 points. But the Racers wouldn't die, using a Page 3pointer to slice the Kent lead 'to
just 68-66 with 7:39 retinaining.
But Kent used a 7-2 run to
retake control of the contest and
held on for the six-point victory.
Massey was 8-of-13 from the
floor, grabbed a team-high seven
rebounds and had three blocked
shots to lead Kent. Isaac Spencer
followed Reese in the MSC lineup with 26 points and a gamehigh nine rebounds
VICTOR CALZADA El Paso Times

REACH IN: Murray State's
Aubrey Reese reaches to steal
the ball from Kent's Kyrem
Massey in the Racers' 91-85
loss during the first round
of the Sierra Providence Sun
Classic Tuesday night.

PSU honors coach with Alamo win

S

By KELLEY SHANNON
AP Sports Writer
SAN .ANTONIO (AP) -- Jerry
Sandusky is history at Penn State.
and LaVar Arrington might be.
Penn State's long-time defensive coordinator and his star linebacker didn't disappoint in what
might have been the final game
for both men with the Nittany Lions.
No. 1-3 Penn State defeated No.
18 Texas A&M 24-0 in the Sylvania Alamo Bowl on Tuesday
night, boosted by the Lions' powerful defense and the talents of
junior quarterback Rashard Casey.
"It seemed like a Hollywood
script.- said Arrington. a junior
All-American who might.make him;elf available for the NFL draft.
"It's too bad it's. too late to show

what ‘,ke had — but better late
than never.",
Penn State (10-3) started the
season 9-0, achieved a No. 2 ranking and hoped for a shot a national title. But the Lions finished the
regular season by losing their last
three games.
Instead of playing in the Sugar
Bowl in New Orleans. Penn State
was bound for San Antonio and
trying to avoid the first four-game
losing streak of coach Joe Paterno's 34-year tenure.
. The way Paterno grinned after
defeating Texas A&M (8-4) in the
Alamo Bowl, it looked as though
he'd won an even bigger contest.
"It was a great effort by our
team, and I'm very. very ,proud
of them." he said.

Paterno, accepting the Alamo
Bowl trophy, thanked Sandusky.
After mOre than 30 years as
an assistant to Paterno and 23
years as defensive coordinator. the
55-year-old. Sandusky is retiring.
Sandusky coached nine All-Americans and was instrumental in getting Penn State known as "Linebacker U."
"I'm happy for them.- Sandusky said after Penn State managed its first shutout this season.
"This is the best defensive team
with the worst breaks, so I'm
happy 'for them. As far as I'm
concerned, it's been a fantastic
ride. I told them that today —
this is for you guys."
. Next season. Penn. State will
have a new defensive coordinator.

Arlington said he will decide soon
,whether to turn pro or remain for
his senior year.
.The players dumped Gatorade
'Ind ice on a laughing Sandusky
as Tuesday's game neared its end.
"The defense played great out
there, forced a lot of turnovers,
put pressure on the quarterback,"
said Brandon Short, another AllAmerican linebacker for Penn State.
Casey, a junior who played the
whole game_for Penn State as senior quarterback Kevin Thompson
remained on the sidelines, was 8for-16 for 146 yards. Penn State
added 175 yards rushing.
- Patent() said Monday that
Thompson had a sore arm.
"I just try to be as comfortable as possible out there. I try

Miami closes
6
old' arena
with victory

Music City
QB matchup
year late
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Kentucky versus Syracuse looks
like a bowl matchup that's a year
too late.
When the Wildcats (6-5) take
the field today against Syracuse
(6-5) in the HomePoint.com Music
City Bowl, the quarterbacks
involved are Dusty Bonner and
either Troy Nunes or • Madei
Williams.
Not Tim Couch and Donovan McNabb.
• Replacing players who went first
- and second overall in the NFL
draft is never easy. But unlike
Syracuse. Kentucky coach Hal
Mumme found Couch's replacement quickly. and his offense hasn't missed a beat.
"We're real proud of Dusty,"
Mumme said. "I think somebody
wrote about him late in the year
that 'Could anybody replace Tim
Couch with more class?' and I
think that really adequately
describes Dusty.The sophomore had Couch-like
numbers in turning what was supposed to he a rebuilding year into
Kentucky's second straight bowl
game. He completed 65.2 percent
of his passes for 3,266 yards and

• See Page 3B

to keep my teammates up and
excited and expect to make big
things happen every time I touch
the ball.- Casey said.
Randy McCown of Texas A&M
was 13-for-22 for 105 passing
yards, but threw four interceptions,
matching the career high he threw
in a loss to Nebraska this season.
McCown was sacked three times.
"It was tough to stay positive,"
McCown said. "We wanted to get
a good start and we didn't."
The Aggies were coming off
an emotional victory over Texas
to end the regular season after a
tragic bonfire log collapse on the
Texas A&M campus that killed 12
and injured 27 others. Texas A&M
players wore helmet decals Tuesday to honor, the fallen students.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MARTIN,Tenn. — Tiffany Lassiter poured in 37 points and
grabbed a team-high six rebounds
and sophomore guard Kacee
Stonecipher hit a huge 3-pointer
to power the Calloway County
girls' basketball team to a 54-49
win over Memphis (Tenn.) Hillcrest Tuesday in the semifinals of
the 35th annual Martin Lions Club
Christmas Tournament at Westview High School.
Stonecipher's trey with under
a minute to play pushed the onepoint Lady Laker (7-3) lead to
four and Lassiter, who scored 12
of Calloway's 17 fourth-quarter
points, hit 8-of-9 free throws in
the final period to cap. CCHS'
comeback from a 40-37 deficit.
Calloway will face undefeated
Henry County (Tenn.) Thursday
in the 7:30 p.m. championship
game.
"I thought every girl did something incredible or made a key
play to help us win," said Lady
Laker head coach Scott Sivills,
whose squad, in spite of Lassiter's
19 first-half points, trailed Hillcrest for most of the contest until
turning up the heat with a manto-man defense in the fourth period.
"I think the girls realized that
Tiffany was feeling it early, and
we did a good job of getting the
ball to her. I thought we did a
good job of controlling the tempo,
and our defensive effort and
Stonecipher's three got us over
the hump."
Lassiter hit all nine of the Lady
--Lakers'-foul- shots while connecting on a pair of first-quarter threes
and 11 more field goals from
inside the arc. Brooke Lencki
added four points and a teamhigh six assists for Calloway.
The Lady Vikings were led by
Janell Dunlap's 21 points and Larica Seals' 16.
Calloway County 61,
Gleason (Tenn.) 36
A day after getting 27 of its
points from Kyle Tracy in a 6949 loss to Brighton (Tenn.), the
rest of the Lakers picked up the
scoring.load Tuesday against Gleason in the semifinal round of the
Martin Lions Club Christmas Tournament loser's bracket.
The Lakers (2-6) outscored

By The Associated Press
Say goodbye to another outmoded NBA arena, this
time the not-so-old building in downtown Miami.
The Miami Arena played host to its final NBA game
Tuesday night as the Heat defeated Minnesota 89-78 to
snap the Timberwolves' five-game winning streak.
"I've had 4 1/2 good years here," coach Pat Riley
said. "It's just like- when you move into a new house:
You're excited. We won't forget' all the memories here,
but we're looking forward to the new arena, and it couldn't come as a better time."
The Heat played all of !heir home games at Miami
Arena beginning with their expansion season in 1988-89.
They move into the $212 million American Airlines Arena
on Sunday against Orlando.
In other NBA games. Toronto ,edged Houston 100-99.
Sacramento heat Boston 114-101, New Jersey topped New
York 89-83, Denver crushed the Los Angeles Clippers
-128-105 and Portland beat Seattle 94-89.
Alonzo Mourning had 30 points' and 13 rebounds and
sparked a 17-2 run in the third quarter that erased an
eight-point deficit and gave Miami a 62-55 lead with
4:46 left in the period.
Mourning then scored seven points in the first four
minutes of the fourth quarter as Miami stretched its lead
to 78-65.
Kevin Garnett led Minnesota v. ith 16 points, and Malik
Sealy and Terrell Brandon each had 14. Playing for the
second night in a row, the Wolves couldn't play their
uptempo game and replicate Monday's dramatic 107-105
v.in at Orlando.

BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE: Alonzo Mourning had 30 points and 13
rebounds as the heat closed out Miami Arena with an 89-78 win over
the Minnesota Timberwolves Tuesday.

"We ran

out of

gas at the

III See Page 38

end," Minnesota coach Flip

See Page 3E3

Hancock QB
Atwell named
Mr. Football
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
As a quarterback, Travis
Atwell led Hancock County on
a dream trip to the state's Class
A football championship game.
Now, sports writers and
broadcasters from around the
state have made another dream
come true for Atwell, voting
him winner of the 1999 Kentucky Mr. Football award, given
annually to the state's top senior.
Atwell, a first-team all-state
selection at quarterback, was the
driving force behind the Hornets' surprising run to their
first-ever state title game, where
they fell to perennial Class A
powerhouse Beechwood.
"I just felt like it was my
responsibility to know where
everybody was," Atwell said
Tuesday during a telephone
interview from Fort Walton
Beach, Fla., where he was playing with Hancock County in
a basketball tournament. "I felt
like it was up to me to move
the ball."
Move it he did, both on the
ground and in the air. The 6foot-2, 185-pounder completed
151 of 233 tlesses (64.8 per-

• See Page 3B

••

•
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• Calloway • Miami
From Page 2B

From Page 28

Saunders said. "It's tough playing
a physical team like Miami on the
night after you've played the night
before. We've played well for three
weeks, but it's tough to sustain that.'
The Miami Arena now joins
the L.A. Forum, McNichols Arena
(Denver), the Omni (Atlanta) and
Market Square Arena (Indianapolis) as venues that have been vacated in the past year in favor of
newer, grander facilities.
The Heat finished 252-196 in
regular-season games at Miami
Arena.
Raptors 100, Rockets 99
Vince Carter hit two crucial late
free throws and finished with 35
points - his third straight game
Lakers 61
with at least 30 for Toronto.
Carter thrilled the Houston crowd
Gleason (Term.) 36
with a half-dozen highlight-film
Calloway County
13 32 40 --61
baskets, but it was two foul shots
Gleason
0 15 27 -- 36
Calloway (61) -- Greer 15, McCallum
with four seconds left that gave
11, McClure 10, Tracy 9, Harris 7, the Raptors a 100-96 lead, which
Bynum 4, Greenfield 2, Travis 2,
they needed when Bryce Drew hit
Ringstaff 1, Boggess FG: 23 3-point
FG: 5 (McClure 2 Tracy, McCallum, a buzzer-beating 3-pointer.
Earlier
Tuesday,
it
was
Hams). FT: 10-16. Record: 2-6
Gleason (36)- Lawrence 10, Frazier 9, announced that Carter is leading
Reed 7, Bates 6, Collins 4. FG: 10. 3- Eastern Conference players with,
point FG: None. FT: 16-22.
589,561 All-Star votes, topping
Mourning by nearly 15,000 in the
Lady Lakers 54
overall race.
Memphis (Tenn.) Hillcrest 49
Kings 114, Celtics 101
Hillcrest
10 28 40 -49
Chris Webber had 23 points,
Calloway County
13 27 37 --54
11 rebounds and six assists in the
Hillcrest (49) -- Dunlap 21. Seals 16,
Davis 4. Hassell 4, Taylor 2, Bass 2,
400th career win for Sacramento
Tate Freeman, Dickson. Jones, FG: 21.
coach Rick Adelman.
3-point FG: 2 (Dunlap 2). FT: 5-8
It marked the first time the
Calloway (54) -- Lassiter 37, Lencki 4,
Kings have won back-to-back
Ragsdale 4, Stonecipher 3, Pigg 2,
games in over a month, while itThomas 2. Morton 2, Mi, Rogers. FG:
21. 3-point
FG: 3 (Lassiter 2,
was the Ilth straight road loss for
Stonecipher) FT: 9-11 Record: 7-3
the Celtics.

Gleason 13-0 in the first quarter
and 21-9 in the fourth on their
way to the 25-point ‘vin over the
Bulldogs as Patrick Greer scored
15 points, Derek McCallum added
II and Mitchell McClure tossed
in 10 more for Calloway.
Tracy was held to nine points
on one 3-pointer after nailing five
treys against Brighton Monday.
However, CCHS received scoring
from nine of the 10 players that
saw playing time. Gleason was
led by Lee Lawrence's 10 points.
The Lakers, last year's Lions
Club tournament champions, will
play for fifth place today at 4:30
p.m. versus Dyersburg (Tenn.).
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LET US PUT YOU
BEHIND THE
WHEEL OF A
QUALITY USED
CAR OR TRUCK

HE
RAMEY
AGENCY
AUTO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS
David Rome-,'
"Ask Me About Life Insurance" Agent
1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's/ •(502) 759-5151
NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct GB
18
9 667
Miami
17
12 586
New York
2
15
12 556
3
Orlando
16
14 533 3 1.,2
Philadelphia
16 407
11
7
Boston
11
18 379
8
New Jersey
10
18 357 8 1
Washington
Central Division
18
9 667
Indiana
17
10 630
1
Charlotte
16
12 571 2 1/2
Milwaukee
12 571 2 1/2
16
Toronto
13
14 481
5
Detroit
11
16 407
7
Atlanta
7
11
16 407
Cleveland
2
23 080 15
Chicago
Tuesday's Games
Miami 89, Minnesota 78
New Jersey 89, New York 83
Sacramento 114, Boston 101
Toronto 100, Houston 99
Denver 128, L.A. Clippers 105
Portland 94, Seattle 89
Today's Games
Indiana at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Milwaukee at Charlotte, 6:30 p.m.
Washington at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m.
Miami at Orlando, 7 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago. 7:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Utah. 8 p.m.
Sacramento at Seattle, 9 p.m.
Philadelphia at Golden State, 930 p.m.
Phoenix at L.A. Lakers, 930 p.m.

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct GB
San Antonio
20
10 667 17
Utah
10 630 1 1/2
Denver
15
12 556 3 1/2
12
14 462
Minnesota
6
Dallas
9
20 310 10 1/2
Houston
9
20 310 10 1/2
Vancouver
6
21
222 12 1/2
Pacific Division
24
5 828
L.A. Lakers
21
Portland
7 750 2 1/2
18
10 643 5 1/2
Phoenix
18
11 621
Seattle
6
16
Sacramento
10 615 6 1/2
L.A. Clippers
9
19 321 14 1/2
Golden State
6
22 214 17 1/2
Thursday's Games
Charlotte at Indiana, 6 p.m
New York at Washington, 6 p.m.
Atlanta at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Orlando at New Jersey, 6.30 p.m
Cleveland at Milwaukee, 7 pm
Chicago at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Houston, 7:30 p.m
Toronto at Dallas, 730 p.m.
Boston at Denver, 8 p.m.
San Antonio at Vancouver, 8 pm
Philadelphia at Portland, 9 p.m
Friday's Games
No games scheduled
Saturday's Games
No games scheduled
Sunday's Game
Orlando at Miami, 6:30 p.m.

1999 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT Pickup - St. #
00101.1 V-8, Auto; A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, 28,000 miles

$20,975
1999 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #00241.1 Red,
V-8, Auto, AC, P/W, P/L, T/C, 27,000 miles

$19,995
1999 Dodge Intrepid - St. #00158.1 V-6, Auto, A/C,
PNV, P/L, T/C, Cassette, only 11,000 miles

$15,986
1999 GMC 2500 Ext. Cab SLE Pickup - St. #
00046.1 Maroon/Gray, V-8, Auto,
T/C, Only 4,000 miles........ ....

P1\1
24,9
' P/8
1-6
'

1998 Ford F150 XLT Ex. Cab Pk. - St # 002761
23,000 miles, 5.4 V-8, PNV, P/L, T/C, Burgandy/Tan.

$19,732
St.
#
1998 Dodge 1500 Dual Cab SLT Pk.
,0108
0,9
00297.1 V-8, Auto., P/W, P/L, T/C, Tan, 43$
m9
d5
es
1998

Chevrolet Malibu LS - St. # 00229 1 V-6,
Auto, NC, PW, P/L, T/C, Cassette, 31,000 miles
$12,995

1998 Chevrolet Venture LS - St # 00219 1 Tan v6, Auto, A/C, PM, P/L, T/C, 27,000 miles

$15,995
1997 Jeep Cherokee LTD - St. # 00073 1 4 WD, v-a,

SPORTS BRIEFS

Leather, All Power, Local 1 Owner, 47,000 miles

SEMO reportedly tabs Marshall assistant

• Music City ...
From Page 2B
26 touchdowns and led the Southeastern Conference in total offense.
The dropoff was much worse
at Syracuse.
Coach Paul Pasqualoni never settled on one quarterback, splitting
the work between Nunes and
Williams. The Orangemen subsequently finished with an offense
that ranked 80th in the nation with
335.8 yards.
Pasqualoni wasn't expected to
name his starter for the Music
City Bowl until just before kickoff.
"I used to say this last year
with Donovan McNabb that when
the supporting cast around the
quarterback plays well; the quarterback has a chance to play well,"
------he- -said-.-- -- -Syracuse has depended on its
defense, which ranks 14th in the
country, to carry the offense.
Pasqualoni will need the unit, led
by linebacker Keith Bulluck and
end Duke Pettitjohn, to slow down
Bonner.
The Orangemen haven't faced
anybody quite like Kentucky with
the way the Wildcats throw to
everybody on the field, and
Pasqualoni said they must tackle
quickly.
"After the catch, they'll really
hurt you. ... It's going to really
be a tremendous challenge to us
to try to cover the whole thing,"

he said.
Mumme was hoping for a highscoring game. Kentucky lost only
once this season when scoring 30
or more points, and Mumme is
8-0 when the Wildcats top 40.
"That's not our deal," Pasqualoni
said. "A year ago. I'd have said
'Yeah, let's go.' But right now,
I'm not ready to say that."
Playing in the Music City Bowl
is a drop from the Bowl Championship Series games the Orangemen played in the past two seasons-

111 REUSE THE NEWS

Leather, P/W, P/L, T/C, 54,000 miles

$16,995

1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab 4x4 SLT - St. #
00251.1 Red/Tan, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C,
49,000 miles
.$19,450

1997 Chevrolet 1500 ExCab 4x4 Silverado
Pickup - St. # 00199.1 V-8, P/W, P/L Red
$18,986
1996 Dodge Dakota -St # 00147.1 White, V-8, Auto,
$7,995
A/C
1996 Ford Windstar GL - St. # 00186.1 Silver, V-6,
$10,995
Auto, NC,PNV, P/L, T/C
1996 Ford F150 XLT LWB Pickup - St. #00220.1
42
3;0
90
80
6
Burgandy, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, 1
miles

RECYCLE
-4-

00087.2 Black/Gray, V-8, Leather, 57,000 miles...

$13,995

AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE
Doors Open At 7:30
December 30th & 31st

+-

ALL CHRISTMAS
DECORATIONS

750/0.

Page 2B

cent) for 2,486 yards and 34 touchdowns and rushed 251 times for
2,308 yards (9.2 yards per carry)
and 38 scores.
All told, that adds up to 4,794
total yards and 72 touchdowns not to mention the area-high 11
passes Atwell intercepted as a free
safety.
Hancock County finished 12-3;
setting a school record for most
wins in a season and winning the
school's first regional championship
on the way to Louisville.
Atwell said the Hornets' run
through the state playoffs will be
his fondest memory of his senior
season.
"Everybody in the county just
kind of came together," he said.
"All the players got fired up too.
We just tried to play that much
better."
Atwell edged Scott Blair, a triplethreat running back-defensive backpunter for ,Pulaski Southwestern,
in the wide-open balloting for the
14th annual Mr. Football award.
Atwell received 112 votes,
including II of 26 first-place votes,
to 105 votes, five of them firstplace, for Blair.
Danville lineman Josh Jaggers
was third. Other finalists were
Henry Clay quarterback Shane
Boyd, Lawrence County receiver
Gerad Parker and Bowling Green
linebacker Robert Reynolds.
Atwell is the first player from
Hancock County to win Mr. Football and the first western Kentucky player to receive the honor
since Paducah Tilghman quarterback Billy Jack Haskins in 1992.

at Southeast, according to the newspaper.
Billings' wife, Terri Eifert, was from Cape Girardeau, and her parents still
live here. Ms. Eifert died of cancer last year.
Former coach John Mumford resigned after back-to-back 3-8 seasons. In
10 seasons with the Indians, Mumford was 40-70.

1997 Toyota RAV4 - St. #00183.1 4D, Burgandy,
Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C, 48,000 miles $13,986
1997 Ford Explorer 2WD XLT - St. # 00243.1 V-8,

1996 Dodge 1500 Conversion-Truck-- St. #

• Hancock
From

$18,995

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. (AP) - Marshall defensive coordinator Tim
Billings will take over the struggling Southeast Missouri State football program, the lCape Girardeau) Southeast Missourian reported recently
The university held a news conference recently to announce the new
coach A spokesman would not confirm that Billings was the choice
But the Southeast Missourian, citing unnamed sources said the lob will
go to Billings, 42 He has been at Marshall 10 seasons and became defensive coordinator this year, helping lead the Thundering Herd to a No 11
ranking
Billings coached his last game at Marshall Monday as the Thundering
Herd beat Brigham Young 21-3 in the Motor City Bowl in Pontiac, Mich to
finish the season 13-0
The Southeast Missourian reported that Billings has apparently lined up
many of the coaches for his new staff, including offensive and defensive
coordinators. Some members of Marshall's staff are expected to join Billings

But the Orangemen are trying
to salvage their worst season since
1986, especially since they haven't
won a bowl game since 1996's
Liberty Bowl.

.

4-

1996 Chevy S-10 LS - St. #00198.1 Blue, PS/PB,
$6,995
A/C, Cassette
1996 Dodge Dakota Club Cab - St. # 00165.2 V-8,
Black, Auto, A/C, PM,P/L T/C, 58,000 miles

$11,995
1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT- St. #00135.2
$9,995
Tan, V-6, A/C, PS/PB, 62,000 miles
1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
#99146.2, Blue/Tan, A/C, PS/PB, 41,000 miles...
Reduced $10,995

1995 Dodge Neon - St. # 00077.2 4D, Red, PS/PB,
$5,995
A/C, Auto
1995 Pontiac Grand AM SE - St. #00218.2 4D,
Maroon, Auto, A/C, 77,000 miles

Regular Price

CHRISTMAS TREES

60%.

,8
. 771995 Chevy Tahoe LS - St #00214.1 4D,4$W510
$18.995
Red, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C
1995 Ford Escort SW - St. # 00185.1 White, AC,
$6,99E
P/S, P/B, Only 35,000 miles
1995 Dodge Dakota Sport - St. # 00088.2 V-6,
Auto, A/C, Cassette, Red, 64.000 miles. $8,450
1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - St. # 99266.2 V-8,
P/W. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles

$7,995

1994 Nissan Sentra - St. #00288.1 4 Dr., Auto., A.C.

Regular Price

T/C, 66,000 miles

4
#
-$S
$5t,.96

1994 Chevrolet 1500 4x4 Stepside Z71

POCKET KNIVES

25% Off
999

ALL

00283.1 V-8, Auto, New Tires

13,995

1994 Pontiac Firebird - St. # 00083.1 V-6, Auto, A/C.
Red, 66,000 miles
$8,995
1994 Plymouth Acclaim - St. #00202.1 V-6, Auto,
A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, 1 owner local car, 64,000
miles
$5,995

1994 Plymouth Laser - St. # 00106.1 NC, PS/PB,
Auto

4George Foreman's
Lean Mean Fat
Reducing Grilling
Machine Channels away
grease & fat when cooking Easy-clean nonstick
coating Inci two drip trays
and spatula

1994 Lincoln Continental - St. # 99356.1 Silver,95
Al) Power, Leather
Reduced $7,995
1993 Dodge Shadow - St. #00257.1 aD, Auto, NC,
84,000 miles
$3,995

TOYS

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

25% Off

M 544 270 4

( "Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.- )

PEPPt-iecc

MURRAY HOME B AUTO
Chestnut St.

Tian/ague
HARDWARE STORES
•

,
•94.111110111100.

753-2571

_

Dodge
Dodge

h

Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

‘SSiiii.:D 1.D R %TES
Deplay 1d.
$6.50 t'olumn inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3 • Run.
411

4

753-1916

443 Woo Is,, Wase,6 Dal Pers.!,

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

YARD SALES

280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010

010

010

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered November 23, 1999, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,Calloway
County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
the 10th day of January, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property, to wit:
A tract of land situated in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky, being a part of Section 6, Thwnship 2, Range 6 East, and
being all of Tract 1 of the Edward G. Hudgins Minor Subdivision
Plat of record in Plat Book 15, Page 43. Slide 1348. and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a steel post found in the west fine Of Kentucky
highway 1346 (Flora Road) approximately 0.2± miles north of
Kentucky Highway 732, in the north line of Lot 7 of the Louis
Zimmerman property; thence, from said point of beginning and
*ith the north line of said Zimmerman south 88 deg. 39'23" west
25-4 73'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set; thence, still with Zimmerman's
line south 85 deg. 32'42" west 145.00' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set.
thence, leaving said Zininielooan and-severing thelands-of-Edward
udgins north 16 deg. 27'34" west 656.37'to a 3/8" diameter rebar
found in the west line of the Mark Cunningham tract(now or for.
); thence with said Cunningham's line and along the north
line of a creek the following calls: south 28 deg. 38'.04" east 33.40.
to a 3/8" diameter rebar found; south 50 deg. 37'08" east 20.50' to
1/2" diameter rebar set; south 68 deg. 50'36" east 86.33'to a 3/8"
,liameter rebar found; south 76 deg. 49' 51" east69.85' to a 3/8"
diameter rebar found; south 56 deg. 05' 06" east 38.23' to a
diameter rebar found; south 86 deg. 07' 04" east 38.19' to a 3/8"
diameter rebar found; south 63 deg. 02' 00" east 48.50' to a 3/8"
diameter rebar found; south 89 deg. 39' 38" east 20.36' to a 1/2"
diameter rebar set in the west line of Kentucky Highway 1346
Flora Road); thence, 30'from and parallel to the centerline of said
Kentucky Highway 1346 the following calls; south 25 deg. 05' 33"
fast 103.12'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set; south 31 deg. 23'27" east
199.65' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set; south 28 deg. 22' 08" east
l58.36' to a steel post found; south 33 deg. 14'34" east 88.35' to the
point of beginning.
This tract contains 4.0198 acres.
Desaription as per survey ofJ.D. Knoth, Kentucky Registered Land
Surveyor No. 1991, dated June 17, 1993.
Being the same property conveyed to Brad Huntley and Maria
Garza (now Huntley) by deed dated June 18, 1993, and recorded in
Deed Book 192, Page 104, in the office of the Clerk of Callowa
,inty, Kentucky.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay the sum of ten
percent cash and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder
of the purchase price, said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 1999 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 29th day of November, 1999.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
020

I.

Notice

TAX
DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6°/0
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years

By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered November 8, 1999, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, the 10th day of January, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property, to wit:
Lot 240 in the Center Ridge Subdivision as shown by plat of same
which is of record in Plat Book 2, page 22, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.
The above described lot is transferred and conveyed subject to all
protective covenants, restrictions, easements, reservations and all
other covenants running with said land as stated in and on the plat
of said subdivision and as recorded thereon in said Plat Book 2 at
Page 22 in the office of the Clerk ofthe Calloway County Court and
it is further subject to such excepts, conditions, covenants, and it is
further subject to such excepts, covenants, and limitation as are
expressly mentioned and stated in a prior deed to said land from
the United States of America acting by and in accordance with its
regular agent, the Tennessee Valley Authority, which deeds from
The United States cifAmenca to pnor Grantors are—r-forrecoM in the
Clerk's Office of the Calloway County Court. All of said prior
United States of America Deeds are by this reference made a part
of this instrument the same as if written herein in full.
Grantors do further convey to Grantees the right and license to the
use and enjoyment of the area designated on the above-mentioned
plat as playground and picnic area and such rights shall apply to
other property owners in this subdivision.
Rachel McKenzie obtained her interest in and to the above-described
property by inheritance upon the death ofEdward Stewart McKenzie,
see Affidavit of Descent of record on Microfilm in Book 179, Card 876,
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. (Edward
Stewart McKenzie, deceased, obtained title by deed from Donald A.
Jones, et ux., dated May 4, 1977, of record in Book 157,Card 421, and
by deed from Thelma McKenzie, dated August 13, 1984, of record in
Book 168, Card 2488.),
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay the sum of
ten percent cash and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said amount bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 1999 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 30 day of November, 1999.

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

010
Legal Notice

020

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
FOR The Comfort and convenience of all our patrons
Sandra D's Diner wit
become a non- smoking
establishment Beginning
Monday Jan 3, 2000 We
thank you and appreciate
your continued support

Factory Direct

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

753-4199

Murray. KY

Mon -Fri 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Remodeling?
New Construction?

Call PELLA
14100-4404217
FREE Pregnancy—
Tests' Life House
'53-0700

Perhaps you sent a lovely card
Or sat quietly in a chair.
Perhaps you sent a funeral spray,
If so we saw it there.
Perhaps you spoke the
kindest words,
As any friend could say;
A'
Perhaps you were not there at all,
Just thought of us that day.
Whatever you did to console
our hearts,
We thank you so much
whatever the part.
From the Family of
Dollie Colson

.
'IP Salei
4
ad

Court Square 0
Murray

e-ti• •

We could pretend' SWF,
late 40's seeking someone
to share winter fun with, "If
there is such a thing
Please. professional gentleman drop me a snowy
note
P,O. Box 665
Parts, TN 38242.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered November 8, 1999, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for,sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky,to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Monday, the 10th day of January, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property, to wit:
A part of Section 4, Township 1, Range 3, East. Beginning at a
stake on the line between Polie Harris and Eurie Warren; thence
South 5 poles to a stake; thence East 32 poles to a stake; thence
North 5 poles to said Harris'line; thence East 32 poles to the point
of beginning, containing one acre.
Being the same lands conveyed by deed from Gary Johnson, and
wife, Connie Johnson, to Jeffrey C. Harper, and wife, Barbara A.
Harper, dated the 51k day of August, 1994, of record in Book 205,
Page 423, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned proTerty shall be sold on Credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay the sum of
ten percent cash and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said amount bearing interest at 12%. per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained bn the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 1999 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 3rd day of December, 1999.
MAX W. PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
060

050
Lost and Found

FOUND
Coon
Dog
Please Call

759-2599
FOUND. Large white male
dog with red collar. Found
wondering about Sycamore & South 12th St. Call
the Animal Shelter for
more information

Help Wanted

1

GROUNDSKEEPER
Needed to work on campMaintenance
ground
experience helpful. Call for
appointment at Lakeside
Campground
270-354-8157
PART Time assistant needed at photo studio
2-3 days per week Hours
9-5 Must be a people person & good with children
Experience helpful. Call
270-527-0943.

YOUR
AD
COULD
HE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new L.T.C. policies pay for care in a
Nursing - Home, Assisted Living
Facilities or even in the comfort of your

Own Home. Also, even a family member, not currently living with you, may
be able to provide the care.

025

90v-m.rar,aPotibil
Pereatees
Z New Life!SO This is not Vail or
Aspen or in fact any glamk Christian 0 orous
Ski Resort But with
4
it a fireplace.
a mug of hot
14 Bookstore ..
0. cider, easy listening
music
it.
warm snugly clothing

rimlAvre.

[CLASSIFIED

JEFFREY C. HARPER and
BARBARA A. HARPER,
PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY,
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL,

Thank You

100% reinsured'
grade assets'

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

if it is yours.

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

100% investment
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

DEFENDANTS

RACHEL McKENZIE,et al.,

GUNS. Buy & Sell
270-436-5650.
wirer:POWS-COMM

Wiggins Furniture
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

560 Free Column

VS.,

Monthly income
available'

McConnell
Insurance, Inc.

Open

530 Services Offered

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

For the best possible prices
since 1958

520 Boats & Motors

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

Need Furniture? Bedding?

510 Campers

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

PLAINTIFF

//E-L3P

500 Used Trucks

HUB PARTNERS XXVI, LTD.,

N11,:lt( kNTILE BANK N.A.,

CL...4

495 Vans

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00312

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO,95-CI-00052
DAVID FELTER,

All stored items in storage unit 90 at Key
Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and if all charges for storage unit 90
are not paid in full on or before January 15,
2000, Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal
possession of all items stored in unit 90. A sale
date for said items stored in storage unit 90
will be posted at a later time.

490 Used Cars

Legal Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

R RAD 111"NTLEY,

485 Sport Utility Vehicles

010

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

VL

480 Auto Parts

L at Notice

111•=1..

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00325

•.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's

010

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

ADJUSTMENTS

200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale

010

r.

Fri. 3
Mon. 3
ruse. 3
Wad. 3
Thurs. 3

Just Say "Charge It"

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

Legal Notice

OD

Deadline Day & Time

Tu•sday
VINidn•sday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Linz kds $iob Ill minimum I id diaii tie per word per day for cab additional i:oosecurive 144
Guide, $2 00 clue for blind boo ads
$2
cum tor S iir hies . Cleusificits onto

Ad Deadlines
PlIblish
•end.

Everyone would rather stay at home if
possible and now these policies may pay
tor such care.

TRAVEL- $ - EARN!!
$600 To $800 Per Week
IS Day Co. Paid Driver Training!
To Qualify Call Glenn
@800-995-5832
Exri'd Call
800-958-2353

d

d

d

DRIVER-

Get REAL Pay!
GUARANTEED!

pTL
*Company Drivers*
Paid actual routed miles,
not HHG
*Obtainable Bonuses
*Guaranteed Home Time
•No Forced Dispatch
Must be 23, have
lyr. OTR exp. and
CDL w/ HazMat

1-800-048-0405
GREEN Acres Healthcare
is now taking applications
for certified nurse aides.
Full or part time positions.
Competitive salary, paid
Holidays, personal days,
paid vacation & 401K
Please apply in person to
Green Acres Healthcare
402 W. Farthing St
Mayfield, KY 42066.

OMANPONER

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE.

Has positions
available at Mattel

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY,INC.

Start Date - Jan. 4
Pay Rate - $7.25
Shifts - 12 hour
Molding Department

753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Call or come by today '
522 Main Street
753-3655
EOE

iield Wanted

Nap Woad

Computers

EMPLOYEE WELLNESS
MANAGER
Citation/ Camden Casting
Division has an immediate
opening for a Plant Nurse
The ideal applicant will
have experience in the following
areasCase
Management, Surgery &
recovery. Home Health
Care, Emergency Room &
Wellness
programs.
Camden casting center is a
Ductile Iron Foundry that
produces safety critical
parts for the big three
automakers.
Excellent
benefits.
An
Equal
Opportunity
Employer
M/F/H. Send resume to Citation/ Camden Casting
Division c/o Sam Allen,
Human Resources Mgr.

PHARMACIST Needed in
Mayfield Full time or part
time No nights, weekends
or Holidays Call
800-745-0732

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Ir .ernet Service
South On Route 121
436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
All your computing needs
A+ Certified Technician
Micheal McDougal
6759.3556

RN/ LPN
Green Acres Healthcare is
now hiring for full time or
part
time
positions.
Competitive salary & benefit
package
including
health, dental, vision, paid
Holidays, vacation, personal days & 401K. Please
apply to - Green Acres
Healthcare
402
W.
Farthing St Mayfield, KY
42066

TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
Have you seen an ad for
Driver Training that looks
too good to be true? Be
careful It probably is! At
West Kentucky Technical
College we otter a quality
program that goes further
than the bare minimum
Train
in
Mayfield
Kentucky!
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT!!!
888-722-1919
EEEO M/F/D
WEST KY Answering
Service. Full time midnights. Evenings & weekends. Bring resumes to
104N 5th Street

'1 FF

iTS

ceed
rray,
n on
L. m.,

Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Upgrades • Training • Networking
• Programming

John R. Laffoon
140
Want to Buy

CHAIRSIDE DENTAL ASSISTANT

t a
:ace
rice
int

Begin an exciting career in the field of orthodontics.
To qualify for the job, you must have excellent hand
dexterity and work quickly and efficiently in accomplishing tasks; You should enjoy the opportunity to
serve and help children and adults in a close, personal environment. We are willing to train you if
you have the desire and the talent needed for the
position. Please send a complete resume with references listed and your thoughts on why this position
would be of interest to you.

old

05,

ATTRIBUTES OF THE JOB:.
-Variable work schedule With mosVFfidays off
(36 to 40 hours per week)
-Starting wage of $9.00/hr. and 10.00/hr. if
successful after 4 months.
Eventual benefits include the following:
•Full Pension Plan & Profit Share Plan
•Medical/Dental Reimbursement Plan
•Uniforms provided with cleaning allowance
*Paid sick leave and reimbursement for time not
used
*Paid vacation and 7-1/2 Holidays/year

with
on a
m of
aainper
le in
tiont the

'HT

Send your complete resume to
P.O. Box 1040-D
Murray, KY 42071

Mobile Horne Lots For Rent

Put a smile on my face
You can be one of
the dedicated individuals who provide
a stable home environment to children
who are unable to
live with their natural
parents or other family members. Foster
parents play a vital
role in the battle
against child abuse
and neglect.

ARN!!

Week
r Training'

I Glenn
332

153

If you've considered becoming a foster

Pay!
EED!

parent, give us a call. Foster parents are
eligible to receive tax-free compensation
and we offer 24-hour support.

Privers•

ed miles,
ides'
onuses
ime Time
ispatch
have
p and
zMat
0405

Speciliazed Alternative Family Environments

iealthcare
vlications
se aides
positions
lary, paid
nal days,
& 401K
person to
lealthcare
hing St
166

Paschall Truck Lines is seeking individuals for
its Murray office who are capable of obtaining
and scheduling business for its expanding market. Experience in sales and customer services
is desirable. Excellent telephone skills and
computer experience are needed. Position may
lead to advancement. PTL offers an excellent
compensation and benefits package. The position is full-time, regular hours, with benefits. If
you are seeking a challenging position, please
send your resume to:

1•VER

ons
vtattel

Ian. 4
0.25
hour
irtmeni

y tixla'
,treet
5

1415 St. Rt. 45 N., Mayfield, KY 42066
Julie Denfip • 270-251-2661

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE

•

-P
fT
VL4
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.

Paschall Truck Lines
Human Resources
Attn: George Stockton
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

COACH
Estates/ Fox
Meadows, located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities, offer
City Police and Fire
Protection. Lots with City
Water, sewer and trash
pick up furnished. $95.
753-3855.
LOT For Rent. 753-9866.
PRIME building site available for 2-3 yrs. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
SHADY 1/2 acre lots
$100/mo 753-6012

Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Crass)
ii R %III

•

1-

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler
tits

11- ;.. g.„•
Free
Financing

GARVIN 500 watt bass
amp. Harkte 410XL & 115B
cabs. Peavey P.A. 7591622.
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray.
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
Picks, etc. Hours:
10am- 6pm, Mon- Fri.
9am- 3pm Sat.
Mobile Homes For Sale

p

NICE 2br No pets
753-9866

Computer Consulting

CASH paid for good, used
SYSTEMS ANALYST
rifles, shotguns, and pisPROGRAMMER
tols. Benson Sporting
Computer-related degree
A
NEED
Millennium Goods, 519 S. 12th,
or lob experience required
Murray.
babysitter.
We
have
four &
Strong PC skills related to
FURNITURE
(Antique or
hardware/software installa- will keep children all ages,
Primitive), Collectables,
all
night.
Adults
supervition and trouble-shootingand other antiques, 1 piece
Windows 95/NT, Office 97 sion. Call 759-1623.
or all Call 753-3633
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSE
IBM Client Access, and
OLD Log House or log
CLEANING!
Internet/E-Mail applicabarn. To be dismantled &
Affordable
rates,
tions. AS400, RPG400,
satisfaction guaranteed. moved. 830-997-8167.
and EDI experience a
Very dependable.
plus. Send letter and
160
Free estimates.
resume to PO Box 30,
Home Furnishings
Good references.
Murray, Ky 42071. EOE.
Call 436-2102.
TACO'S Johns
ANTIQUE bedroom suite
Now hiring part time.
or sale, includes headStart at $6.00 per hour.
board, footboard, and
Computers
Workwith the best in a fun,
dresser w/ mirror. In excelfriendly atmosphere.
2 computers. 1- Gateway lent condition. $850.00.
Apply in person
relatively new and 1 Mattress
box
$75.00
between 1-5PM daily.
Ace/IBM compatible, fully springs $50.00. If interestNo phone calls please.
functioning. No problems ed, call 759-2313 ask for
E.O.E.
with either. $2100 for both. Holly Miles.
Call 759-4406.

11

2 Bedroom mobile home
7 miles south on Old
Murray Paris Rd For more
information, call 492-8625
or 492-8709
2BR.. suitable for 1 or 2
people 5 miles Northeast
of Wal-Mart $225/mo +
deposit 753-6012
3BR, 11/2 bath $275 /
month. 753-6012.
HAZEL, 2Br. 492-8526

On-site Commercial & Residential

& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
EXPERIENCED caregiver
Honest, dependable, well
trained with excellent references. Call or leave message for Annette. 4742320.

Mobilo Homes For Rent

12X52 2br., 1 bath. Ready
to move into, 753-9866,
12X65 2br, 2 bath. Good
shape. $3500. 436-5064.
4 lots. 120tt/200f1. 1997
16x70
mobile
home,
garage. & other out buildings. Coleman RE 7594118. Also 12x65 rent to
own
92 Fleetwood 16x80. 3
bedroom, 2 bath. C/1-1/A.
Set up, ready to move in.
Stove/refrigerator.
7590213.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs experience.
Licensed and insured in
Kentucky and Illinois. 4373939.
VERY nice roomy '93
model. 16x80 spiral built
mobile home. Located
between Kirksey & Stella
on 1 acre lot. Has 3Br., 2
baths, lg wooden children's playhouse, 8x16
tool shed w/ lean to.
Garden area, well, & septic, new in 96 Was listed
with reattor at $39,500.
Asking price $36,500
Willing to negotiate terms
w/ potential buyer. Please
call 753-4249 leave message.

Homes For Rent
14X60 In The Country
270-474-8027

1 bedroom apt Stove, refr
D/VV. W/D and ceiling fans
Clean. 270-753-9841 o
270-436-5496
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR apt, near campus,
no pets 753-5980. After
5pm. 753-1203.
1BR Apt. Fully furnished.
Everything paid except
electric. No pets. Extra
clean. $265/ month plus
deposit. 436-6105.
1BR APT. Partially furnished. Washer/ dryer
available. No pets. 7679037.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
now.
available
w/d,
Coleman RE 759-4118

Office Building in excellent location in city. Office area is
newly renovated and has appx. 4000 sq. ft.
Office building has six private offices. bathrooms. recep
lion area, conference rooms, open work areas, file and mail
rooms, kitchen, storage areas and many amenities. Ness
heat and air units. Excellent condition.
Can sub-dilitto Into two swarott uflkt arm if nnstri.
This is a great building with much to ofter in a desirable
location
• to %torment 270-733-1890.

N,'%.••••

2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
Realty 753-4444
28R brick WIC/ hookup, 1, 2 & 3BR apartments
patio No pets $335/mo Please call 753-8221
EHO
Call 753-6931
2BR near MSU $325. VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Water furnished Coleman Townhouse, appliances
furnished with w/d, central
RE 759-4118
gas h/a, $500, 1month
2BR , C/H/A gas, applideposit, 1yr lease No pets
ance,
W/D
hookup
753-2905
Available now. 767-9038.
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
2BR., central gas heat,
with garage. Appliances
central air, near MSU
furnished with washer/
$300 No pets Ask about
dryer. Central gas H/A. 1
move-in free weekend
year lease
1 month
Coleman RE 759-4118
deposit. No pets. 7532BR., central H/A appli- 2905.
ances, deck, lawn mainlance. Ask about move-in
For Rent
free weekend. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
3BR House 212 miles
3BR
Duplex.
C/H/A,
East of Murray C/gas H/A
kitchen appliances furDishwasher & stove furnished. 753-7947.
nished $725/ month &
3BR. 2 bath, C/H/A $600./ deposit 436-2165
month. 206 South 121h. .
3BR, 2 bath brick. Near
753-3415 & 753-7123.
University. Partially fur4BR. 2 bath on Diuguid nished, if needed. 206
Available now Coleman Woodlawn. Available now
RE. 759-4118
759-9246.
APT- 2br. townhouse. 3BR, 2 baths. C/H/A. 903
Duiguid Dr. $325. Also 1 br. Southwood
Drive.
5250. Coleman RE 759- Available Dec 23. 7594118
1610.
EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath, FULLY Furnished Lake
appliances furnished, with Front Homes. Utilities &
w/d, central gas h/a, 1yr cable T.V. included. $273
lease, 1 month deposit. per week. ($39. a night.)
753-2905.
Available through March.
2BR,
Nice.
406B No pets. Paradise Resorts.
Northwood 753-5731.
Call 270-436-2767

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
--Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
HAZEL Apartments, 1st &
Center Sts Hazel KY is
now taking applications for
immediate
occupancy.
Call 492-8721 TDD#
1-800-247-2510.Equal
Housing Opportunity.

Used Cars

Apartments For Rent

STATE Line Road. 3br. 1
bath. No pets Deposit &
references required Call
753-8943.

RentaIs

LAKELAND
RETIRE40'X40' metal building,
MENT COMMUNITY. 2br
gas heat.Located at
garden home apt, beautiful
406 Sunbury Circle
location near KY Lake,
Call 489-2020
supportive services, activior
ties, scheduled transporta489-2525.
tion and on site amenities.
C-STORAGE
$360.
utilities
Partial
10x15 storage units, 4th St
included.
270-354-8888AL_ Sycamore E. Next to
S1S EHO.
Cunningham Auto Repair.
LAKELAND WESLEY
753-3571.
VILLAGE. 1BR atrium apt,
utilities included. Rent
Neon Beach
based on income, 62
Mini-Storage
& older, handicapped
or disabled. Supportive
All Size Units
services, meals on
Available
wheels site, scheduled
transportation and activities. Beautiful Ky. Lake
location. 270-395-4493
CREEKVIEW STORAGEBarbetta EHO.
$20-$40 On Center Dnve.
LOOKING for an affordable
Behind Tom's Gnlle
apartment? Well then visit
759-4081
us Hilldale Apts. We have
MURRAY LOCK
spacious 1,2 & 3 bedroom
STORE
apartments
available.
Presently has units
Handicap
accessible.
available. 753-2905.
Equal housing opportunity.
NORTHWOOD
storage
For more information call
presently has units avail437-4113 M-F 7:30Am3:30PM TDD# 1-800-545- able 753-2905 or 7537536
1833 Ext. 287

753-3853

MAKE University Heights
Apts your home. Now
Available" 1 & 2br rental
assisted apts. These are
apts for families, disabled,
handicapped, senior citi1BR,2 blocks to MSU. Low zens, wheel chair accessi119 Main •753-6266
income must qualify. Equal ble. For more info call
Housing Opportunity. Call 270-759-2282. Mon, Wed
436-5685.
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734
Sib°,Luso
1
1BR. duplex apt. Very Campbell Street For
clean,
nice
area. hearing impaired only call
NEW 3br, 2 bath house
Appliances furnished. Call
1-800-648-6056
Equal with
2 car garage. For
753-8588.
Housing Opportunity.
lease or purchase. Call
1BR. near MSU. $225.00.
NEAR University
753-4444- Day. 759-1664
Nice area, bright & roomy.
Extra large 2br apt
Evenings.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
$350/ Month.
NICE 3br House in city. 1
1BR. Walk to MSU. Call
$200 Deposit,
large bath. Lots of closets
753-2084.
753-4560
& cabinets. W/D hook-up.
M-F- 9am- 5pm
2 bedroom, 1 bath, gas
Air conditioner unit in wall.
heat $275/mo 753-3415 NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- Electric baseboard heat.
or 753-7123 weekends
4br house w/washer & Very economical. No pets.
2BR Apt near MSU C/gas dryer, furnished, near $450/ month. 1yr lease. 13
H/A Refrigerator, dish- MSU Inquire at 1210 Main years old W-753-7455,
St. 753-1252 before 5pm, H-753-1623 after 6:30.
washer & stove furnished
month.
$400/
$400/ 753-0606 after 5pm
deposit 436-2165
RED OAKS APTS.
B
Special
2BR Apt. near campus, no
Deposit
$100
pets. 753-5980 753-1203
1BR From $280
after 5p.m.
CHRISTMAS Puppies',
2BR From $325
AKC Boston Bull Terners
2BR duplex, central h/a,
Call Today!
270-354-8534
appliances
furnished
753-8668.
Available now. Coleman
DOG obedience classes or
RE 759-4118
pnvate Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
2BR Duplex 1308
Diuguid Call 753-1492

I ()l 1 1 tl
Kficc Building in NItirra

Call far

FOf Rent

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

CLASSIFIED

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
Call 753-1916 For Details

SHELTIE Puppies AKC
(Toy Collies) Sable &
white 270-354-8211
STANDARD
Poodle
Puppies AKC Registered
Available late Jan Red,
black, fully guaranteed
Hand raised with children
Fantastic personality
436-6062
&Supplies
3 year old white appaloosa
gelding w/-papers Very
gentle, no bad habits 7537122
HAY- horse and dairy quality in large rectangular
bales 700- 750 lbs avg.
Pure alfalfa or alfalfagrass mix Pnce per ton
with truck loads
270-345-2800
HORSEBOARDING available. Full or partial care w/
pasture optional. New facilities w/ indoor arena. 3
miles from town 270-7593537.

'97 silver Taurus All power. ANTENNAS
Including
keyless door entry, excel- RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
lent condition $7150 Call amplifiers, and acces436-2682 anytime
sories
REAL nice 94 Buick Regal Dish Network & Direct TV
64,xxx miles $8750 Call Satellite Systems, Sales,,
Service and Installation.
753-2482
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
1988 Ford F150 XLT
refinishing, furANTIQUE
Lariat 4x4 SWB. 302
niture repair & custom
5spod Black, AC, PW,
woodworking 753-8056.
cruise. High miles, good
truck. Reduced! 759-1816. CARPORTS for cars and'
1996 Chev P.U. Ext Cab trucks. Special sizes for
short bed Silverado. 5 7 motor home boats RVs
liter Vortech V8 28,000 and etc Excellent protecmiles All power and CD tion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113
$16,900. 759-4730.

NEED A CAR?
DIVORCED? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?
Get a car you want and credit
you deserve by calling the

AUTO LOAN PHONE

KANSAS Alfalfa 83 lb
average small square
$6 75 each Call 489-2945

•

•
ABC

1

2

to MNO
5
6

440

JKL

Lots For See
GORGEOUS Wooded 1.2
acres in Oakwood Terrace
Off Oaks Country Club
Road 230'x183.42'. All
hard wood trees. $19,500.
obo, 7594712.
MURRAY Estates Lots for
sale, city limits. Private
country style living. Watch
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040.
REASONABLY
Priced
building lots now available.
Located just South of
Murray off 641, Green
Plains Estates offer several
attractive lots in affordable
price
Owner
ranges.
financing available. Call
evenings at 753-7463 or
489-2205

Thrs

Ini 9

.11

4$1..0A N CALL TOLL FREE
0

PHONE

877-We-say-OK

7 Minute Approval
1997 Dodge Ram 1500
Larmte SLT 4x4 Club cab,
loaded. pwr everything,
extra clean, 57K miles.
5.9L V-8, red with gray interior, new tires, bedliner,
topper, and side trim.
$18,495. 753-8355 or 7599854.
1997 GMC Z-71 Ext cab
20,xxx miles $22,500
270-382-2921

arms For Sale
31 acres will divide into 10
acre tracts, Just off Coles
Campground Road on
Spnngs Rd 753-9502
PAW,
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
aVailable. Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted. 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town. Call for private showing today. 7532905.

Farmer
1712
Ave.
1770sqft. home. 3br., 2
bath, LR. DR, den, privacy
fence. 12x20 finished out
building. $75,500. 7537122.
1750 sqft., 3 bed, 1 bath, Ig
kit, liv/din w/ fireplace, new
gas CH/A,2 1/2 garage. 12
miles from Fulton. Hwy 94,
$65,000, relocating. call
419-343-0656.

rves Offered
A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished.
Workmanship.
Quality
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed_
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, gutter cleaning,
etc. 436-2867.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations. etc. 436-2113.

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407
2BR, 1 bath Gas heat
near campus $47,000
898-8564 after 7p m
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick. Double lot,
town's edge.
Easy financing
753-4109/ 759-8093
NEW house w/ 2200 sqft. 5
minutes north of Murray, on
1 4 acres, $117,000 Call
after 5PM. 753-7930. or
753-4499.

r

igatUtility Wilde*

1990 Jeep Wrangler 492
8411

Used Cars
1987 MERCURY Grand
Marquis 81,xxx miles 2nd
owner, cheap 753-9530
1991 EAGLE Premier
56.xxx actual miles $2200
Call 759-4874,
1992 OLDS ACHIEVA S.
AUTO, P/L, TILT, CRUISE.

$2,500. 000. 767-0912
AFTER 5:301314.
1995 BUICK LeSabre
64,xxx miles Good
condition. $9,200 obo
489-2230 after 4p m
95 Mazda Protege DX,
4dr,, 5sp , 78;500 miles. 1
owner, good condition 5RPM 759-1622

TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLEe
FREE

016ER

r

FREE!

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling• Repairs*
Custom Cabinets"
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272

877-937-2965
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
10% SR Discount Tracy
Manning. 435-4006
COLSON HOME REPAIR ,
Additions. garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding. addi- •
tions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work. 25 Years experience. Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,1
Horace Sholar.
D&D ROOFING Call us for all of your roofing need. 436-2613
Cleaning
DAVID'S Services "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways. parking lots, all exterior cleaning acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured.
Completely
Mobile Phone 502-759-1
4734
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link. & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839
GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters, gutter supplies gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors.
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278

Carpet Installation Inc.
By qualified installers
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
0, hardwood & laminated
floors.
Residential or
Tio
Commercial

759-1591

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

•

• ••11
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['Lenmowed
Lowest Price In town

B&B Brokers
_, 701 South 12th St.

8

753-4389
New & Used 100 lbs.
cylinder for sale

j1)0 ,
HANLYWORK
wanted No Job too small
Yes, we clean gutters Pti
753-2388 or 436-5759
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or ocal Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-800-636-526:

PROFESSIONAL HOUSE
CLEANING
Affordable rates. satisfaction guaranteed, very
Free
dependable
Estimates Good references. Call 436-2102.
ROOF LEAKING"'
professional
a
Call
Residential, Commercial or
Industrial 270-435-4645
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night
753-5484

jpamb Brothers
b Tree Service

l

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED

LEE'S

Cleanup Servs( e

Hr Servo,. e

CARPET
CLEANING

zrre

Full bne of
1-.40opment

Tr,,imin
suunp

Lamb

Rem.•..11

Emergency VVate'
Removal. Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

$49.95

753-5827
PLUMBING
Repairs fast servw,
436-5255

753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR

18" Satellite
Systems

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mcw,ng trimming, leaf &
cipp fligl removal. dethatch,ng. aeration. overseeding
bed
fertilization.
&
—,:lcr,ng Free Est,rnates

Customers!!
110,41

Dish Network
OR
DirecTV

('nor --r- a,at oUr

new location

408 N. 12th St.
Hut
0 r,

Free Sell Install Kits

-r m

r•-

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY tor Thursday. Dec
10. 1999
Your high-voltage energy frequently
manifests in lucrative ways You'll make
and spend lots of cash this year, and quite
dynamically Build domestic security,
you may add niceties to your home or
buy an additional one You're hospitable
and make others feel comfortable If you
are single. romance is very important to
you Your desirability is high — others
want to get to know you The next six
months could be key to forming a solid
relationship Creativity and security
merge If attached, you'll add to your life
and relationship via a new addition or the
development of a special hobby LIBRA
tests your limits at tunes
The Stars Show the Kind of Day' You'll
5-Dynamic,
Have
3-Average; 2-So-so. I-Difficult

Tnre Trtrrumn

F,,., Ecrirrkues

4ie e144••••••••r-a4p...,,.
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29 1999

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

L.P. Gas Refills

• .4 ••••

oodsatellite.com

TILE REPAIR
Clean- RegroutSeal- Replace
'We Make Old Tile
LOOK New
All Work GuaranteedReferences Available
Sherwin Crouch
(2701489-2853
ALL Carpentry, All Electrical. Home building. additions, remodeling porches. decks Rotten floors.
sagging roofs Home &
Mobile repair. vinyl siding
References Licensed &
insured Call Larry Nimmo
Day- 753-9372 Night753-0353 Accept V,sa or
Mast.,-7E.r-a'd

. D kECLVT
:Elk VIE LDC1 I TS W:)
157.1,191G

ARIES (March 21-April 191
***** Let others tell you what they
Wink or feel. Ultimately, you make the
right decision for you. Your charisma
speaks, and others want more. Take the
riigh road Know what you want to
accomplish, and you'll land it Tonight!
Hie only answer is yes'
LAURI'S (April 20-May 201
* * * * Once more, others make
demands that you feel the need to
respond to A boss or older relative could
:lase tantrums beyond belief He must
ita%C it his way Use your intuition, and
everything will turn out tine. Talk with a
partner. Tonight Get some rest before
the big night.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 201
** *** Aim for what you want A
tnend pitches in to help you. You could
teel pulled in two different direction as
you deal with others. Try to incorporate
tnends more into your personal life. A
panner is more willing to share Tonight
Celebrating
CANCER (June 21-July 221
*** Maintaining established needs is
important Partners give you all the help
they can and are too happy to pitch in
Listen to a co-worker who is doing
everything he can to make things easy
tor you Cruise through work and
errands Tonight Talk about resolutions
LEO I July 23-Aug 221
** * ** You might be juggling a lot.
hut you can handle it. As a new year
approaches, others seek you out en
masse. Populanty skyrockets A loved
one lets you know how important you
are You could be surprised by all the

action around you. Tonight: Start the
New Year's celebrations
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 221
**** Stock up. check plans. make
sure everything will be nice and cozy for
your New Year's Eve festivities Take
time to share with key loved ones and
find out what their wishes are. You might
not be up for disclosing everything that is
on your mind just yet. Tonight Indulge
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 221
* **** The moon beams you into the
limelight. Partners seek you out Your
personality melts barriers. Your charm
allows another to express what is on his
mind. A child or loved one clearly has an
agenda and wants you to do things his
way Tonight. It is your call.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21
*** You might be feeling uneasy and
a little overwhelmed right now. Make
key purchases Also, make time for some
soul-searching and thinking Review
your expectations for tomorrow, as well
as the next year. Tonight Get some extra
sleep while you can.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Build on a friendship as you get
together with others. Celebration seems
like the natural order presently. Start
making calls and wishing others a happy
New Year You are unusually' active and

adds . sour
in
directed \
allure Tonight. Beam in what you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
* ** Establish a better rapport with
someone you could be vaguely in awe of.
Understand exactly where this person is
coming from. Opt to spend on a special
event or night on the town If single, use
caution developing a relationship with
someone you meet novv. Tonight In the
limelight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
* ** ** Your high energy allows you
to break past previous restrictions. You
see another quite differently. Make an
extra effort to develop a friendship with
someone new; he could become very

special Opportunities knock on your
dour. Tonight Reach out for friends at a
distance
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
**** A relationship develops even
more because of your attention Be careful about funds and discussions around it
You might not see eye to eye with another. Someone who is very important to
you lets you know how mutual the admiration is. Tonight: Take time with a close
friend.
BORN TODAY
TV news anchor Matt Lauer (1957),
actress
Tracey
Ullman (1959),
actor/singer Davy Jones (1946)

MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest

Ora

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY

753-1133
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WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
P.O. Box 589
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066

RALPH C EDRINGTON, President
EUGENE CHANEY, Vice President
JEWELL CONNER, Sec'y Treas
MICHAEL L ALDERICE, Manager

(270) 247-1321
MAYFIELD
(270) 753-5012
MURRAY
(270) 527-1307
BENTON
(270) 628-3431
BARDWELL
FAX:(270) 247-8496

Important Information concerning your generator:
Any generator connection on WKRECC must have a DOUBLE
POLE, DOUBLE THROW SWITCH so that voltage from a generator, during a power outage, is isolated from utility company
voltage. This is required by the National Electrical Code.
Without this protection, electrical workers could be injured or
more severe — electrocuted.
Lack of compliance could resulted in unlimited liability against
the consumer. Our main concern, however, remains the safety
of all parties involved in the quality delivery of electrical service.
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION

Chevrolet - Oldsmobile - Cadillac
1999 Olds Bravada

1999 Chevrolet Tracker

St. #99119

St. # 99305
Full Power,
Hunter,
4x4

1999
Chevy
Blazer
LT

A/C, Cruise,
.Auto, Cassette
$16,960.00
MSRP:
$1,317.00
Disc.:
Peppers
Factory Rebate: $2,500.00
Your Price:

$31,875.00
MSRP:
Peppers Disc.: $3,079.00
Factory Rebate: $2,500.00
Your Price:

$13,143.00

$26,296.00

Y2K
Sale

St. # 99431

All Cars & Trucks at
Red Tag Specials
V-6, Cassette, CD
Loaded
$28,095.00
MSRP:
Peppers Disc.: $2,463.00
Factory
$2,500.00
Rebate:
Your Price:

$23,132.00

Rebates up to
$2,500 or APR's
as low as 2.9%
Prices good until
12-31-99.

Holidaw
Hours:
1999
Olds
Alero
St. # 99322

I
,;i

/
/

$18,880.00
MSRP:
Peppers Disc.: $1,560.00
Factory
$1,250.00
Rebate:
Your Price:

$32,235.00 .

'Whatever It Takes, Wo Want TO

Your Price:
Be

GR[
THE
WIT

9-3eopfes J3anJof
_Miringyloh.sAes You and

9

0111" 7a17211;:71

4DR 4x4
St. # 99535
7 Passenger,
St. # 99243
F & R A/C,
CD, Full Power
Full
$27,670.00
MSRP:
$38,119.00 Power, MSRP:
$3,156.00 itsgal
Disc.:
Peppers Disc.: $4,884.00 Leather Peppers
Factory Rebate: $2,000.00
Factory Rebate: $1,000.00
Your Price:

you

Auto, A/C, Loaded

$16,070.00
1999
Chevy
Venture Van

1999
Chevy Tahoe

All Peoples Bank
locations will close
at 6:00 p.m. on
Friday, December 31, 1999
and will be closed
Saturday, January 1, 2000
in observance of New Year's Day.

09011S

_Woholay 6eason.1

Peoples

$22,514.00

Serving Murray-Calloway County
Since 1934

Your Car or Truck Company.'

MF11181-R FDIC

Main Office: 5th & Main
North Branch: 12th & Chestnut
South Branch: 12th & Story
Kroger Money Market
767-BANK

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
CZ)Oldsmobile.

22

04/444.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My friends swear
by a new product, called SAMe, which
is supposed to promote emotional
well-being. Is the drug all it's cracked
up to be?
DEAR READER: Yes and no.
S-adenosyl-methionine (SAMe) is a
product that has been synthesized
from two metabolic compounds
(methionine and adenosine-triphosphate). Some studies have shown that
SAMe is an effective treatment for
major depression. However, these
studies were not completely conclusive
because they were not continued long
enough. Moreover, the drug did cause
some side effects, including gas, nausea, diarrhea, headache and anxiety.
According to the Medical Letter
(Nov. 5, 19991, which is the gold standard of drug bulletins, SAMe is not
consistently effective and its manufacture is poorly controlled; therefore,
the consumer may not be getting what
he or she expects. In fact. some oral
preparations have been found to contain no SAMe at all. Like most dietary
supplements, SAMe is not a Food and
Drug Administration approved product; hence, care should be used by

PEANUTS LIVES ON!

1.1
ON

7-1321
3-5012
7-1307
8-3431

people who choose to try it. Finally,
DEAR ABBY: In my 66 years of
the product is not cheap; a month's
life, I have never written to you, but
supply costs about $225.
I have to respond to the letter from
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have recurring "Widow Driver," who complained
the
on
ribs
under
the
pain
of
attacks
about chauffeuring older women
right side of my abdomen. When I
who don't drive.
went to the ER one night, the doctor
She seems to think that a
examined me and prescribed an driver's license is obtainable by anyseems
to
enema. My regular doctor
one who can guide an automobile
ignore my symptom. I'm a 50-year-old without hitting too many obstacles.
woman who is about 20 pounds overMy wife can drive a car to some
weight. Could I have gallstones?
extent. I taught her the basics in
DEAR READER: By all means. And case of emergency. But when we
I recommend that you have testing to went to the DMV to see about maksee if you do. This can quickly and ing it legal, she passed only the
painlessly by accomplished by a liver written test. When the eye test was
and gallbladder ultrasound examina- administered, the examiner said,
tion. Ask your doctor to order the test. "Lady, you should not even walk on
As you know, gallstones are common the road — much less drive on it!"
So, while she can "paddle her
in middle-aged, stout women. Thus, I
would assume that this is your problem. own canoe" — to use your phrase —
Get the ultrasound exam as a first step. she cannot see where it is going.
Does "Widow Driver" want my wife
If my gut feeling is wrong and the approaching her grandkids' school
test is normal, you should undergo crosswalk? I doubt it.
further, extensive, X-ray testing.
LONE DRIVER,
Should your doctor be disinclined to
HILLSBOROUGH, N.C.
help you, insist on a referral to a gastroenterologist. To give you related
DEAR LONE DRIVER: I
information, I am sending you a copy doubt it, too. That letter cerof my Health Report -Gallbladder tainly touched a nerve with my
Disease." Other readers who would readers. Mail about it poured in
like a copy should send $2 plus a long- for days. Read on:
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
DEAR ABBY: The letter from
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to men- "Widow Driver" prompts Jmy own.
tion the title.
What a smug, selfish person! There
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
are many reasons why older people
cannot drive — and the least of
them is that they don't know how.
DR. GOTT
The aging process may cause blindness and other serious health problems. Most of my friends who need
transportation mourn the loss of
their independence. No doubt, there
are those who could learn to drive,
but please don't lump all senior citizens into one group.
FLORIDA READER

LOOKING BACK

mean-spirited woman who complained about non-driving widows.
I'm sure there are many reasons for
a woman to fall into this category. I
once read that high-grade morons
make the best drivers, and I hate
the assumption that a woman who
doesn't drive is an inferior being.
Although I have never driven, I
served in the Air Force, raised two
children, and have led a useful life
using public transportation (taxis,
buses — and yes, occasionally good
friends). I have "paddled my own
canoe" and have never been a
"mooch," always offering to buy gas
or treat the driver to lunch. And
yes, I have saved a bundle by not
owning a car. What's wrong with
that?
DONNA IN MESA,ARIZ.
DEAR DONNA: Not a darn
thing, from my perspective. I
think ride-sharing is an admirable and environmentally
friendly way to go. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I was furious
when I read the letter from "Widow
Driver." Has the milk of human
kindness curdled in that woman's
breast? To write such an ugly letter
has probably caused a lot of women
pain and anguish, thinking they are
the widows in the letter.
If the woman needs help to pay
for the gasoline, she should tell the
widows. I'm sure they'd help.
I'm signing my name as I do on
letters to friends, so that people
know who wrote this letter and can
call me for rides if they need them.
KATHY T., LAYTON, UTAH
DEAR KATHY T.: Spoken like
a good neighbor. I salute you.

Ten years ago
Bobby McLemore, 12, was rescued Dec. 28 from a 30-foot well
on the property of his aunt, Sarah
Barnett on Coles Camp Ground
Road. A cover on the well gave
away as McLemore stepped on it.
He was rescued by John Cannon
and John Cannon Jr., plumbers,
who were working nearby. They
had a spring loaded ladder they
lowered into the well and
McLemore was able to be brought
to the surface. McLemore was not
injured.
Births reported include a boy to
Angela and Michael Holly and a
boy to Robin and Jerry McCurdy,
Dec. 22.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will accept the joint citycounty ambulance service at midnight Dec. 31, according to Stuart
Poston, hospital administrator.
Attending the first Southeast Regional Youth Advisory Council to
School Food Services Council at
Gatlinburg, Tenn., were Glenda
Jeffrey, Todd Mills and Judy Outland, Murray High School, and Joanna Adams, Louis Zimmerman
and Monica Brown, Calloway
County High School.
Thirty years ago
Rain started falling in the Murray area on the evening of Dec. 27
and has almost been steady since
that time. It was still raining at 10
a.m. today. John Ed Scott, local
government weather observer, said
2.2 inches of rain (ell from 8:30
a.m. Dec. 28 to 8 a.m. today.

DEAR FLORIDA READER:
CONTRAGT BRIDGE
You're right. Just because older
,
CL ASSIC MOMENTS FROM YOuR F AVOR'
people don't drive doesn't mean
they don't know how. Some
CHARACTERS — CHARLIE BROWN.
4
suffer from medical conditions
1incrican Heart
SNOOPY. LUCY. LINUS. PEPPERMINT PATTY
that do not permit them to
GANG!
AND THE REST OF THE PEANUTS
declarer at three clubs, and West
drive, and others are exercising South dealer.
TURN TO YOUR COMICS PAGE ON
finds the best lead of a diamond.
good judgment because they Neither side vulnerable.
could be a danger to themselves
NORTH
East wins with the ten and continJANUARY 4 AND THEREAF TER FOR
•
Q
ues with the A-K-J.
105
or
others.
Read
on:
ENJOY
Tlii_
CLASSIC PEANUTS. AND
A 98 7
Declarer follows suit to the
BEST-LOVED
mAGIC OF ONE OF THE
•Q 98 3
first three diamonds but is awkDEAR ABBY: Thank you for
I \NRCISE.
comic STRIPS IN H;STOPY
4A 3
wardly placed on the fourth round.
your reasoned response to the
WEST
EAST
In the actual deal,South goes down
United Feature Syndicate Inc
+972
+8643
regardless of which card he ruffs
111 K Q 6 4
11 10 5 3 2
with — assuming West defends corDAILY COMICS
•5 2
• A KJ 10
rectly — but let's say that declarer
4J 8 6 4
416Q
ruffs with the ten.
BLONDIE
SOUTH
IfWest overruffs— as he might
#AKJ
do if he comes from the school that
MOM,,0 YOU
11,J
believes in taking tricks whenever
THINK. ITS E3ETTER
•7 6 4
possible — South makes the conTO BE RICH
PAMOU.5'7
4K 109 7 5 2
tract. East's queen of clubs later
falls on dummy's ace, and declarer
The bidding:
South
West
North
East easily makes nine tricks.
1 IF
Pass
But if West is well-schooled
1+
Pass
2 NT
Pass in the art of defense, he discards a
2
Pass
3+
second spade when South ruffs the
Opening lead — five of diamonds. fourth diamond with the ten. DeThe natural tendency in bridge clarer ultimately loses two trump
is to win a trick when the opportu- tricks and goes down one.
nity presents itself. However,there
West discards at trick four
are occasions when it is better to because he sees that there is nothrefuse a trick. This is especially ing to be gained by overraffing the
CATHY
true in defending against suit con- ten. He is sure to make at least one
tracts, when declarer ruffs with a trump trick later on with his J-8-6NEW YEAR'S EVE YOU'LL
THAT ALL HAPPENS TO
SYSTEMS COULD FREEZE'
4E5, BUT ON
THUS
card that a defender can overruff. 4, regardless of how the unseen
BE PART Of OUR CRITICAL
OUR STUPID COMPUTERS
FILES COULD BE SCRAMBLED!
DECEMBER 31
THE
Quite often, the best defense in clubs are distributed. At the same
YZK COA1MANO CENTER ,
RECORDS COULD BE DU)1PED!
EVERY OTHER DAY.
WE'LL HAVE
BIG
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for short
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47 Mr. Smits
50 — Hayworth
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

Fire destroyed the house of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Wells on North
16th Street Extended about 1:30
a.m. today. Fire destroyed the
house occupied by Ricky Rickman
and owned by Gene Rickman on
Wiswell Road about 5:30 a.m. on
Dec. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. G.P. Hughes were
married for 50 years Dec. 28.
Forty years ago
Larry Jetton of Murray, senior
chemistry major at Murray State
College, has been awarded a
$1,800 grant and assistantship to
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn., where he will major in organic chemistry.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Don Gilbert. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Coffield Vance and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edward
Young.
Elsie Janette Love and Charles
Rudolph Thurman Jr. were married
27 at First Baptist Church. Murray.
Fifty years ago
A.G. Walton, Lester Nanny. Ray
Sullivan Jr., Zelna Carter, W.E.
Clark, Milburn Holland. Charles
Sparks, George Farrar, Joe H.
Stewart and Aubrey Willoughby.
were elected as new officers for
1950 of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Burgess. Dec.
22; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mason Baker, Dec. 23; a girl.to Mr.
and Mrs. Dacre T. Warren and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Pa,
chall, Dec. 24

TODAY IN HISTORY i
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 29,
the 363rd day of 1999. There are
two days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 29, 1851, the first
YMCA in America was organized,
in Boston.
On this date:
In 1170, Archbishop Thomas
Becket was murdered in Canterbury Cathedral in England.
In 1808, Andrew Johnson, the.
17th U.S. president, was born in
Raleigh, N.C.
In 1813, the British burned Buffalo, N.Y., during the War of 1812.
In 1845, Texas was admitted as
the 28th state.
In 1890, some 300 Sioux Indians in South Dakota were killed by
U.S. troops sent to disarm them in
what was known as the Wounded
Knee massacre.
Ten years ago: Playwright Vaclav Havel was elected president of
Czechoslovakia, the country's first
non-Communist leader in more
than four decades.
Five years ago: U.S. officials
confirmed the release in North Korea of Army helicopter pilot Bobby
Hall, 12 days after he was captured
in a shootdown in which co-pilot
David Hilemon was killed.
One year ago: Two top Khmer
Rouge leaders apologized for the
deaths of as many as 2 million people during their regime in the
1970s, and asked Cambodians to
forget the past.
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11 Axlike tool
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18 Greek
magnate
20 Kitchen
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author
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35 Bring court
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Clinton to be on job New Year's night

CHRISTMAS CHEER...George Maxwell (left), Carlton
Bumphis (center) and Mitchell Ellis display the food baskets
that were loaded up Dec. 23 at the Ruling Star Mason Lodge
No. 51 and delivered to 12 local families

r,

Federal housing
vouchers proposed
existing 's 5 billion program that
now set-Yes up to 1 7 million poor
households
The Youchers work like this
Poor families can apply for exti.I
money to help make rent pay mei:
Most of these families earn at of
near the federal po‘erty line. about
S17.000 tor a family of four
Families must contribute 30 percent of..their income:. With the balance paid by - the voucher. The
amount of the vouchers xaries by
family. depending on housing
needs arid expense. and is capped at
what olti,ials define as the local
lair market rate
Vou,:her. are distributed by local housing authorities, under the
administration ot the federal Department of Housing and Urban
De\ elipment The local authorities
haYe long waiting lists ti
subsithied housing
Clinton- proposes setting aside
I S.000 ot the new youchers lot
honiLless taillike. and 32.000 Ii
families moy mg from welfare to
%krk. said a White House aide who
spike on condition of anonymity.
Cuomo acknowledges that the
White House proposal will probably he whittled by- the Republican led Conizres.

WASHINGTON AP
Clinton administration prr,posal for
Sh90 million in new federal housing money would help the working'
poor. take better adYantage of the
booming economy. Housing Secrefary Andrew Cuomo said
The proposal, to he announced
hy the White House today. would
go c vouchers -to 120.000 poor
itiousehoids to help meet the rent. program is :rimed at famik.tY earning more money that those
who traditionally quality for federal
housing grants, as well as the'.err
1 he White House says that some
rot,,I amities sometimes must
Ye. to find work - since about
two thirds ot new jobs, are in the
more affluent suburbs
Youchers - which can he used
here er a landlord w II aL:.crt
them - are meant to help them
tiny! housing in their new neighbor
-The need for at fordable hous
5 3 milis higher than eYer
lion American families need affordable housing- hut cannot find it.
C- uomo said "It's actually a cruel
irony of the strong economywhiyh otten .dmes.the price of formerlY affordable 'housing beyond
the reach of the workine poor.
Cuomo said in an triterYiew I uesday
Cuiqllo said the proposal will be
part ot Clinton's budget proposal
for liscal 2001 That budget plan is
due otiCapitol Hill early next year.
The Youchers would expand an

WASHINGTON (AP) - Because of that nasty little Y2K computer bug, President Clinton will be
among the millions of Americans
who will spend this once-in-a-lifetime New Year's Eve doing their
day jobs.
Granted, Clinton probably will
have a better time on duty than
most working stiffs. After all, he
will he presiding over a huge outdoor celebration at the Lincoln Memorial and a couple of black-tie
parties in his home.
But Clinton also is expected to
he on hand for high-level decisions
about whatever Y2K problems flare
up around the world or, for that
matter. on U.S. soil. And that
means. Clinton might have his
partying interrupted by an aide tug,ine his tuxedo sleeve at midwalt/.
,
"We'll keep him informed." said
Maria Ech.o.este. the deputy White
House chief of stall. "and we,certainly hope there will be ‘cry little
to report.
The heavy lifting on computer
rollo‘er night goes to Vice President Al Gore. Clinton's Y2K adviser. John Koskinen. intends to
hi id Gore:not Clinton. as dc's clopments untold
"If any thine important happens.
yytZll talk ,.,rth the rest-

-Walt HLI) the president's request is always more .than the
hudgct we get out of Congress.- he
said
Confress approYed no new
housing Youchers in the toll!" years
after Repuhlkans assumed control
of hodi houses in 1994

dent as well." Koskinen said. "But
at this point, we've agreed+that my
personal reports will be to the vice
president over that weekend."
Clinton has in fact drawn some
Republican criticism that he is being too laid-back about the Y2K
problem. The GOP chairmen of the
House and Senate committees that
have kept track of the government's performance have accused
Clinton of not pushing hard nor fast
enough to prevent crises.
• The president mentioned the
problem deep into his State of the
Union address last January - so
deep that "Fin not sure anybody
was listening," said Sen. Robert
Bennett, R-Utah.
The •Y2K bug is a glitch in some
older computer systems that read
only two digits for the year portion
of the dates. That means when the
calendar turns to 2000. those computers might inadvertently do some •
time traveling of their own and revert back to 1900. On- a large
enough scale, that potentially could
thwart computer-driven operations
in virtually every segment of society.
There are no hard figures on
how many Americans will be on
the job .at the Stroke of midnight
Dec. I to deal with such potential
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first lady's spokeswoman.
As the Clintons celebrate on the
National Mall, the President's
Council on Year 2000 Conversion
will be monitoring events from a
command center a few blocks from
the White House. It will, collect
data from about 180.countries and
all 50 states.
"We will not have champagne.
but we will try to make sure people
can at least take a moment to pause
while we enter the new millennium," said Koskifien, the council
chairman. "Everybody will be
working hard to sec how the country is making the transition."
Koskinen said Clinton and Gore
will receive briefings every few
hours on information the command
center receives from various agencies. The Federal Emergency Management Agency will report directly to Clinton on domestic matters, while the National Security
Council, the Pentagon and the State
Department will keep him abreast
of international matters.
The White House has generators
on hand in case of power outages.
-Our main motto is 'be prepared,- Echaveste said. "But the
White House has some very exciting events planned that people
should really enjoy.-

!ii01(0,1§%

!S

"Y2K READY"
(- Taylor
Champagnes

problems. According to the consulting firm Edward Perlin Associates, more than 90 percent of major
organizations said they have special
plans for staffing that night in anticipation of Y2K glitches.
For the White House, that means
vacations-and extra days off are no
longer options. The plan is for a
skeleton crew, the number destined
to balloon when the staff needed
for the social events are taken into
account.
According to the consulting firm
Edward Perlin Associates, more
than 90 percent of major organizations have plans for staffing Friday
night in anticipation of Y2K
glitches.
• For White House aides who
Work New Year's Eve, the agenda
goes beyond computer problems or
rowdy guests. There also is the
threat of terrorism to consider.
"We're trying to walk this fine
line of making sure we're prepared
while not exaggerating," Echaveste
said. "We know there's going to be
more demands on us; therefore. we
need to he staffed to address those
needs."
Some aides plan to ring in the
new era from their offices.
"Oh, yeah. Wouldn't be any
place else.- said Marsha Berry. the
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